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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 

  
 

 
 

 
 
Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

  
 
Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

  
 
 
Ran Out of Memory in Win 10 Moved huge index to its own file. This index is 650
pages long and from 1 Jan 18 to 17 June 2018 1,001 Invention Projects Novel is
here for you to write grin. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
7-3-2018 4th of July “Casablanca” "The Pink House" Writing Class on the 4th of
July at the Hemingway House in Key West, Fireworks! Invention-Works! 
 
 
Amazon Novels at the Hemingway House Writing Class titled "1,001 Invention
Projects." Tens of thousands of Novels with this same title, "1,001 Invention
Projects." Women are waiting at Starbucks for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch
1,001 IP. 

  
 
7-3-2018 4th of July Qatar humiliations... being the richest city in the world

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1Jan18to17June18OutOfMemory.html
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instead of Key West... 1st Paint City Hall Key West Pink on the 4th of July 2018.
 
 
7-3-2018 4th of July Qatar humiliations... all their sick kids go to the Yale Key
West Medical School when sick! One more humiliation, Miami, Cuba gas station hold
ups paid for this Elite Yale Key West Medical School surgery and diagnosis for
Qatar Citizens, oh no co-pay!! 

  
 
7-3-2018 4th of July “Casablanca” "The Pink House" 

  
 
Breast Cancer women '1 million' murdered for the Glory of War like Biden kill his
own son for the Glory of War in Baghdad. Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD can't get into
Los Alamos for a Pink Manhattan Project on the 4th of July, 2 White men at 1984
HQ ruled. Biden was one of them, ha. 

  

 
 

 
 
7-3-2018 4th of July “Casablanca” "The Pink House" When 2 White Men at 1984
HQ were at War with North Korea for Decades with Victory for Breast Cancer
women murdered for the Glory of War like Biden kill his own son for the Glory of
War in Baghdad. Sick Mind Driven by Saudi Arabia's 10 million barrels of oil a Day
for the USA when we don't need any! U.S. Softens Demand That Countries Stop
All Iran Oil Imports. “Casablanca” "The Pink House" Vienna, Britain, France and
Germany on the sidelines cheering on the Oil War not the 'Pink War' Stop all Oil
Revenue, confiscate all Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion, use it to build "The Pink
House." Headlines of the Times, George Orwell Prize is given out in London. BP Oil
wins, with bribes and kickbacks. What to Expect During a Mastectomy Surgery |
Susan G. Komen. Privacy, this will not make the Front Page Picture in the NY
Times - Until Dr. Lisa MD gains control of the Times. Yes a Mastectomy Picture on
the front page more times than Trump's Picture has been on the front page of a
newspaper. Facebook will go viral with this! 4th of July will be Fireworks
Brainstorming before and after the 'local' fireworks display at Higgs Beach in Key
West. Greg + MD Wife's will have one idea after another for the Rx Pink Latte
recipe's!! Greek "breast" and ektomia "cutting. Tech Geek Genius not Greeks in
Athens will give her another BDay! 2 White Men in Athens demand that all
countries Stop All Iran Oil Imports. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
What Does the United States Stand For - these 4 girls on the 4th with no money
for the iMac $13,384. 
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 What Does the

United States Stand For - these 4 girls on the 4th with no money for the iMac
$13,384. 

  
 
What Does the United States Stand For - these 4 girls on the 4th with no money
for the iMac $13,384. 

  
 
 
7-3-2018 4th of July “Casablanca” "The Pink House" Swiss War Crime over Oil
from Iran. President Hassan Rouhani began a two-day visit to Switzerland on
Monday that was expected to focus on salvaging progress from the nuclear deal the
United States left. Rouhani waved as he stepped down from his airplane onto the
tarmac in Zurich where Swiss President Alain Berset waited to welcome him. A
military band played the countries' national anthems as the two presidents passed
Swiss troops and climbed into a Swiss air force helicopter for a flight to the
capital, Bern. Swiss Banks have $777 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues Ivanka will
confiscate and build a Pink House with the gas station hold up loot. 
 
 
7-3-2018 4th of July “Casablanca” "The Pink House" 
 
 
7-3-2018 4th of July Cave Rescue 'Pink Women' are found hanging on to the rock
walls deep in the Oceans Universe of War's on Earth minus the War on Cancer's.
No one is going to be rescued from skin cancer going to your brain to start brain
cancer, not even Jimmy Carter. 

  
 
7-3-2018 4th of July How Britain Went to War With USA over BP Oil's greed for
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues to buy MIT War Toys. 
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7-3-2018 4th of July “Imperial Twilight: The Opium War and the End of China’s
Last Golden Age.” The new book from Mr. Platt, a history professor at the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, explores how the war came about through
the influence of unscrupulous traders. How Britain Went to War With China Over
Opium! A conflict that started in 1840 reverberates today in a resurgent China,
where past humiliations are never truly past. By AUSTIN RAMZY 

  
 
iPhone X iDash Cam iCop in your car ends the Opium War today along with the DUI
road kills! 100's tens of thousands of road kills this week on the 4th of July and
you will never hear the fire works on CBS Nightly News. 
 
 
7-3-2018 4th of July Thus the name “Opium War,” as the London Times and other
papers called it. To many people in Britain the notion of going to war to advance
the interests of drug dealers. 

  
 
7-3-2018 4th of July NY Times advanced the interest of Oil Men in Alaska,
Texas, Qatar, Mexico... 'Oil War' in Times the NY Times censored the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's + RV's. Another book by a history professor at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst. 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
7-3-2018 4th of July Can I drink alcohol while taking antibiotics? A. With some
antibiotics, the answer is a definite no, as in Hell No We Won't Go To War!
FLAGYL is indicated for the treatment of T. vaginalis infection in females and
males when the presence of the trichomonad has been confirmed by appropriate
laboratory procedures (wet smears and/or cultures). FLAGYL metronidazole is not
used to fight alcohol abuse, it remains a critical drug for the treatment of various
gastrointestinal infections, including diverticulitis, and in the treatment of
gynecologic conditions and sexually transmitted diseases. It is safe and effective,
with the caveat that one must avoid alcohol while taking it. 

  
 
Today a Principle The principal of a rural NY school shot and killed a cop, other
cops will be killed in fiery cop car wrecks with the principals family, head on. 
 
 
7-3-2018 4th of July Qatar Quality of Life vs NY. Principle The principal of a
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rural school shot and killed a New York State trooper who had been summoned to
the man’s home by a 911 call early Monday morning, the authorities said. The
state trooper who was killed, Nicholas Clark, 29, was one of several officers who
went to the home of the 43-year-old principal, after the man’s estranged wife had
called 911 

  

 
 

 
 
7-3-2018 4th of July Delivering Amazon Packages to the Top of the World -
Delivering Amazon 1,001 Invention Projects to the World for Exodus into the
Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. 
 
 
 
Amazon Novels at the Hemingway House Writing Class titled "1,001 Invention
Projects." Tens of thousands of Novels with this same title, "1,001 Invention
Projects." Women are waiting at Starbucks for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch
1,001 IP. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
7-3-2018 4th of July 
 
 
7-2-2018 4th of July “Casablanca” was, first of all, a propaganda movie, at a
time when Americans were debating Exodus. "1,001 IP Invention Projects Exodus"
is another propaganda movie made for 12 Trillion Galaxies and Jewish Aliens even
the Jews censor from going viral on Facebook + Inventbook. 
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iMac $13,384 at every Cafe Table watching live streaming of Jewish Aliens at the
Nearby Stars! 
 

 iMac $13,384 at

every Cafe Table watching live streaming of Jewish Aliens at the Nearby Stars! 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
7-2-2018 4th of July Casablanca Owner and State Dept Spy from 9/11. Ms.
Kriger, 72 and divorced, said she planned to spend the rest of her days in Rick’s
Café, holding up her corner of the bar when she is not mingling with customers.
“This is my assisted living center,” she quipped. Or as Humphrey Bogart’s
character, Rick Blaine, put it in the movie: “I’m going to die in Casablanca. It’s a
good place for it.” Live streaming Jewish Aliens from the Nearby Stars will 'Rock'
Casablanca in, Morocco + White House. One invention away from the French
Revolution, Oh the American Revolution 2018. 
 
 
7-2-2018 4th of July “Casablanca.” Rick’s Café Américain never existed, like
Jewish Aliens today among the Ruling Class, Kerry the elite intellectual, only with
Prince Salman's inner circle, grin. 
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7-2-2018 4th of July Revolution catalyses! Dutch physicist Christiaan Huygens,
who invented the pendulum clock in 1656. Dutch Windmill Farms in 2018 all of them
don't put out the 12 Trillion Volts, Amps of one 2018 Ford WindmillCAR with
-254C super conductive GE electric generators on the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
7-2-2018 4th of July 1,001 Inventions Nobel Novel at the Hemingway House
Writing Class Catalyzed like the Recipe's for the Rx Pink Latte on the 4th of July
at Starbucks everyone is thinking about at this moment already shooting off
fireworks for the Miracle cure of Breast Cancer all the wars of Independence from
the British never won. Plagues of Henry VIII's on the 4th of July in Key West not
London. Many Wife's murdered by those at War never thinking about Star Wars
12 Trillion Galaxies of Jewish Aliens. Men obsessed with time-photons and women
with inspiration for the mind. Just thinking about women can inspire a invention
thought, so what happened to Henry VIII and generations of British Men who
Murdered women? Approach-approach approach-avoidance of murder. Prince Harry
is crazy! Prince Charles a decades old murder solved by DNA sent - mailed.
Securities Commission wants iDash cams iHome Cam's iCops in your car. iPhone X
caller ID with GPS map of everyone! Catalyzed because Honor Killings by Prince
Salman are censored by Trump. Hell with the NY Times. Nasdaq, the New York-
based stock exchange, recently began testing an algorithm and software that they
hope can synchronize a giant network of computers with that nanosecond precision.
They say they have built a prototype, and are in the process of deploying a bigger
version. Every women in the USA on the 4th of July. Ultimately, this is about the
local newspaper killer and the sub commander who beheaded Kim Wall. OJ and
Robert Kennedy too, and poor Martha beat to death with a golf club from
Kennedy's bag. Mary Trump! Mary at the 4th of July gas station hold up in Miami
in 2000. Miami, Cuba catalyzed millions of gas station hold up in the last decades.
London + Paris are the worst cities in the world for a women to get gas. Revolution
catalyses! Dutch physicist Christiaan Huygens, who invented the pendulum clock in
1656. Dutch Windmill Farms in 2018 all of them don't put out the 12 Trillion
Volts, Amps of one 2018 Ford WindmillCAR with -254C super conductive GE
electric generators on the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR. This is about 100 billionths of
a second 12 volts and 12 Trillion volts. GE HQ fireworks when 2 White Men
realized what Greg + Wife's invented in Key West on the 4th of July! 100
billionths of a second a nanosecond. 12 Trillion Galaxies could be just what Wall
Street Women are looking for at Nasdaq, 

  
 
 
7-2-2018 4th of July Revolution catalyses! Dutch physicist Christiaan Huygens,
who invented the pendulum clock in 1656. Dutch Windmill Farms in 2018 all of them
don't put out the 12 Trillion Volts, Amps of one 2018 Ford WindmillCAR with
-254C super conductive GE electric generators on the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR. 
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7-2-2018 4th of July New York Times Says North Korea Could Disarm in a Year,
Reality Lags Promises Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, facing strains inside the
administration and potential defiance from the North, heads there this week with a
far less aggressive schedule in mind. By DAVID E. SANGER and WILLIAM J.
BROAD Kim's wife and 100 million wife's World wide have a far more aggressive
schedule in mind for the State Dept and trillions of secret Rx Recipes that must
be hacked for better health and miracle cure for women. Mr. Kim Wife gains
confidence he can invent a recipe for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. And the
Gravity Engine Car to drive her there, grin! Detailed marriage proposals about how
to proceed, brainstorming 1,001 IP invention projects on Amazon 1 click. Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace must be a criminal organization like the UN,
sued for millions of wrongful deaths letting the Korean War go on with the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR in their garage. To make advanced 2018 Ford Windmillcars atom
bombs as well as powerful accessories taken from the F-35 fighter jets for
WindmillCAR's. This tangible progress was killed by the UN and Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace, a war crime! ‘Play It Again, Issam’: "In
Casablanca, a Cafe Is Still a Cafe" there are no iMac at $13,384. By ROD
NORDLAND 

  
 
 
7-2-2018 4th of July “Casablanca” was, first of all, a propaganda movie, at a
time when Americans were debating Exodus. "1,001 IP Invention Projects Exodus"
is another propaganda movie made for 12 Trillion Galaxies and Jewish Aliens even
the Jews censor from going viral on Facebook + Inventbook. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
iMac $13,384 at every Cafe Table watching live streaming of Jewish Aliens at the
Nearby Stars! 
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 iMac $13,384 at

every Cafe Table watching live streaming of Jewish Aliens at the Nearby Stars! 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
7-2-2018 4th of July Casablanca Owner and State Dept Spy from 9/11. Ms.
Kriger, 72 and divorced, said she planned to spend the rest of her days in Rick’s
Café, holding up her corner of the bar when she is not mingling with customers.
“This is my assisted living center,” she quipped. Or as Humphrey Bogart’s
character, Rick Blaine, put it in the movie: “I’m going to die in Casablanca. It’s a
good place for it.” Live streaming Jewish Aliens from the Nearby Stars will 'Rock'
Casablanca in, Morocco + White House. One invention away from the French
Revolution, Oh the American Revolution 2018. 
 

 
 

 
 
7-2-2018 4th of July “Casablanca.” Rick’s Café Américain never existed, like
Jewish Aliens today among the Ruling Class, Kerry the elite intellectual, only with
Prince Salman's inner circle, grin. 
 
 
 
7-2-2018 4th of July Amazon delivering iMac at $13,384 and 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's to a town 11,534' up the Mountains Someday soon!! "Today
Delivering Amazon Packages to the Top of the World With big ambitions in India,
the retail giant has recruited many small businesses to get packages to remote
customers. We follow a courier in Leh, 11,562 feet up in the Himalayas." By
VINDU GOEL and ATUL LOKE 
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India, 2018 110,000 people killed in cars... Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace wrongful death law suits here! 

  
 
 
India – At least 48 people were killed on Sunday when an overcrowded bus plunged
off a mountain road into a gorge in northern India, Amazon delivering 2018 Ford
WindmillBUS to a mountain town. India has the world's deadliest roads, with more
than 110,000 people killed annually. Most crashes are blamed on reckless driving,
poorly maintained roads and aging vehicles. 

  
 
 
7-2-2018 4th of July Who would get this right on a home medical test? "Mono
Patients usually recover within two to four weeks, but they may continue to shed
the virus in their saliva, remaining infectious for months or even years, Dr.
Razonable said. The virus can also occasionally become reactivated long after the
illness has passed, and the person may become infectious again." My Daughter Has
Mono. Is the Whole Family at Risk? By midlife, the vast majority of adults are
immune to the virus that causes mononucleosis. By Roni Caryn Rabin. Infectious
mononucleosis — often referred to as “the kissing disease” — is usually caused by a
common virus called the Epstein-Barr virus. Antivirals + Antibiotics fireworks fired
off by NASA MD women Drivers just home from Saudi Arabia for advanced
invention projects fireworks on the 4th of July at the White House Cafe
brainstorming a Rx Recipe to cure all Virus world wide with one North Korean
Nuke. 
 
 
 
7-2-2018 4th of July 
 
 
 
7-2-2018 4th of July 
 
 
 
7-2-2018 4th of July 
 
 

 
 

 
 
7-1-2018 4th of July Next Let there be light discovers will be Time-Photons and
Gravity-Photons. Time Split to the Nanosecond Is Precisely What Wall Street
Wants. Overlooking all the ways that technology catalyzed the Revolutions. Gravity
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Engine will be invented, everyone reading this knows this so how do we catalyze it
for the 1984 White Men who rule by War's! 

  
 
 
 
'Women MD Drivers USA - Saudi women in Arabia Mission Impossible Fallout'
Driving on King Salman's Dead End Highways, Travel Ban on Jewish Aliens at
Centauri. 
 
 
 
7-1-2018 4th of July Trump Pressures Saudi Arabia to Increase Oil Production on
the 4th of July 2018 

  
 
 
7-1-2018 4th of July Protest Across the USA on the 4th call for a End to Gas
Engine Cars + 10 Million Barrels of Oil a Day from Saudi Arabia! 

  
 
 
7-1-2018 4th of July Trump Under Pressure to Increase 2018 Ford WindmillCAR +
RV 4th of July Fireworks, God is Great and the USA will get $777 Trillion in
confiscated oil revenues from Saudi Arabia too! 
 
 
 
NASA's Launch of Webb Telescope; Cost Estimate Rises to $9.7 Trillion YES!
‘Nothing Left’: The Day Toys ‘R’ Us Closed for Good - Inventions for USA Opened
with Exodus into 12 Trillion Galaxies. Toy Cars should have been a line of Graivty
Engine Cars, grin. Sold Out to King Salman for oil. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
7-1-2018 4th of July Picnic's Invention Menu, Brain's + 4th Storms -
Brainstorming Picnic's on the 4th of July 2018 - Antivirals + Antibiotics fireworks
fired off by NASA MD women Drivers just home from Saudi Arabia and Qatar
with 10 million barrels of oil Trump just asked for for the 4th of July in the USA.
French Revolution, American Revolution for Rx Pink Latte and iMac's at Starbucks,
every Cafe Table in Paris. 4th of July 2018 reinvents the way 1,001 IP inventions
are made. Peanuts, "How to Shuck an Oyster" By Malia Wollan Typos are Hell when
the cursor jumps around, "How to Harvest 12 Trillion Peanuts and Oysters" Hint
Army-Navy football Mission Impossible. 12 Trillion Peanuts + Oysters harvested
and packaged in Star Wars tins @ -254C. NASA's Launch of Webb Telescope;
Cost Estimate Rises to $9.7 Trillion YES! And this was just direct deposited in
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their checking account at Chase-Bank of America Direct from A Qatar Bank near
Trump Qatar Casino. Why did Trump ask King Salman for 10 million barrels of Oil
for the 4th of July? Ivanka is not getting her new car, the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR, to Have Have Not. iMac's for Iranka to invent on! Live streaming of
Ivanka's 4th of July Picnic invention conversations, fireworks she gets a invention
for Dad on her iMac at $13,384. 

  
 
NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018; British
Revolution! Hemingway House Writing Class titled "1,001 Invention Projects." Tens
of thousands of Novels with this same title, "1,001 Invention Projects." Women
are waiting at Starbucks for the iMac at $13,384 paid for by BP Oil from Miami
gas station hold ups all a crime! 

  
 

 
 

 
 
What Does the United States Stand For - these 4 girls on the 4th with no money
for the iMac $13,384. 

  
 
 

 What Does the

United States Stand For - these 4 girls on the 4th with no money for the iMac
$13,384. 

  
 
What Does the United States Stand For - these 4 girls on the 4th with no money
for the iMac $13,384. 

  
 
The Joy of Grand parenting, for Jimmy Carter this must be a living Hell. Jimmy
Carter has $600 million in CASH in the bank but will not even think to buy all his
grand children an iMac on the 4th of July for $13.384. 
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7-1-2018 4th of July Casey the Cat your Doctor MD is at Harvard... 

  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
7-1-2018 4th of July Doctor, Your Patient Is Waiting. It’s a Cat. Medical
students at Harvard take part in an elective with veterinarians, learning about
diseases and treatments between animals and humans. By KAREN WEINTRAUB NY
Times Although medical students usually stick to the human species, Harvard med
students have been signing up for rotations at the zoo during their final months of
training. The clinical elective, offered for the last three years, is also intended to
reinforce the idea that animals and people share the same environment. Harvard
Medical School and Zoo New England are doing is more formal and longstanding
than any other program she’s aware of. “For nearly every disease I saw at the
zoo, the simple question of why certain species, human or nonhuman, are
susceptible to it, while others are not, raised immediate possibilities for research.
Nearly every day at the zoo, the veterinarians and I would make fascinating,
unexpected connections between human and veterinary medicine.”Drs. Zack, Evrony
and their peers are not the first to realize that there’s a lot to learn from the
animal kingdom. The vaccine for smallpox, for instance, was developed after
Edward Jenner at the turn of the 19th century recognized that milkmaids were
protected against smallpox because they’d already been infected with a related
disease from cows. Macaw named Henry that suddenly couldn’t fly. Rolling him into
an MRI machine to figure out what was wrong was an “interesting experience,” she
said. After diagnosing him with a small stroke, she and the veterinarians devised a
physical therapy regimen to help him recover his ability to fly. “Thankfully it had a
good ending,” she said. 

 
 
 

 
MD for Cats in the NY Times click here 

  

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/29/health/medical-training-zoos.html?rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Fscience&action=click&contentCollection=science&region=stream&module=stream_unit&version=latest&contentPlacement=2&pgtype=sectionfront
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7-1-2018 4th of July What Does the United States Stand For on the 4th of
July? Thinking beyond the flags and fireworks that will mark the Fourth of July.
By KATHLEEN O'BRIEN The USA Stands For $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and
Jimmy Carter grand children shot by diesel bullets... Funeral Is Held for Fire
fighter Killed by Ground Zero Toxins Chief Ronald R. Spadafora, 63, was in charge
of safety for recovery workers after the Sept. 11 attacks. Millions of funerals
for Jimmy Carters grand Children from Diesel Bullets from 9/11 no 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR + RV from this Peanut Farmer, he just couldn't grow 1 Trillion Ford
WindmillCAR's as British BP Oil Rules. Laura Lippman is a former journalist at The
Baltimore Sun and the author, most recently, of the novel “Sunburn.” This novel
has noting to do with skin cancer going to the brain in millions of newspaper
readers and finding a cure. Newspapers on the 4th Trump Versus the Hog-Maker
not Dr. Lisa MD working over the bloody body of 100's of motorcycle wrecks this
4th of July. The Joy of Grand parenting, for Jimmy Carter this must be a living
Hell. 

  

 
 

 
 
What Does the United States Stand For on the 4th of July? Rx Pink Latte +
Gravty Engine's!! 

  
 
What Does the United States Stand For on the 4th of July? Exodus by Jews into
12 Trillion Galaxies... 

  
 
What Does the United States Stand For on the 4th of July? 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's + RV's to pay for NASA's Exodus High Speed Trains to nearby
stars and galaxies. 

  
 
 
What Does the United States Stand For - these 4 girls on the 4th with no money
for the iMac $13,384. 
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 What Does the

United States Stand For - these 4 girls on the 4th with no money for the iMac
$13,384. 

  
 
What Does the United States Stand For - these 4 girls on the 4th with no money
for the iMac $13,384. 

  
 
 
7-1-2018 4th of July - This is what the USA stands for... crashed leaving six
people dead, Pilot had cocaine in his system, officials said. A student pilot seated
in the front of a doomed flight had cocaine in his system when the plane crashed
on an Arizona golf course in April, the Maricopa County Medical Examiner’s Office
said Wednesday. 

  
 
 
7-1-2018 4th of July - This is what the USA stands for... crashed leaving six
people dead, Pilot had Alcohol and case of Coors... 

  
 
 
7-1-2018 4th of July AT HOME WITH … Carly Simon and Her Family, on
Martha’s Vineyard. It’s just another night eating vegan shepherd’s pie in musical
Camelot without the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's for 5 billion People, Carly knows this
is a war crime! Songs Sung at home by Carly about the 2018 Ford WindmillCARs
Lost Love but still coming home when Saudi Oil no longer comes to 2 white men at
1984 HQ. 

  
 
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the
next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent The Alien Wedding to Observe
Technology. Jewish Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! 

  
 
 

http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
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7-1-2018 4th of July Next Let there be light discovers will be Time-Photons and
Gravity-Photons. Time Split to the Nanosecond Is Precisely What Wall Street
Wants. Overlooking all the ways that technology catalyzed the Revolutions. Gravity
Engine will be invented, everyone reading this knows this so how do we catalyze it
for the 1984 White Men who rule by War's! 

  
 
 
7-1-2018 4th of July 
 
 
 
7-1-2018 4th of July 
 
 
 
7-1-2018 4th of July 
 
 
 
7-1-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Cont.... below. 
 
 

 
 

 
Key West Quality of life today "To Have Have Not Genius" Key West Quality of
life today with Hemingway’s House writing Class with iMac's at $13,384. 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
"Does Facebook Just Harbor Extremists? Or Does It Create Them? Facebook's 2
White Men Created 'Qatar' as the Richest City in the World in Times of the 2018
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Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's! 
  

 
 
French women scream at the Islamic Men God is Great not Allah as they drive by
them in their 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
YouTube Videos you have to click on Uploads too view all 10 years of Greg's videos
the > only shows you several not all... 

  
 
 
 
Link to Greg's Key West Videos on YouTube 

  
 
 
Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

  
 
 
Biography. 1,001 IP invention projects will give us "Star Wars Rx Pink Latte" from
Dr. Lisa MD. When you walk into your London Starbucks. 1,001 Nobel's in
Medicine a Year in 2018 starts with reading Greg WindCar's Amazon Book!! 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
1 million if you count those who have had their car towed parking in the local
Newspapers parking lot. 

  
 
Local Newspapers don't report the cars towed as this is censored on purpose and
the locals know it. 
 
 
What Does the United States Stand For? For Local Newspapers, Angry Readers
Are a Given. But Killings Send Shivers. Local Newspaper iFacebook got this killing
started, no not even the NY Times editorial today made headlines with iFacebook is

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCim576gog0Y4B2vy9YmjX4Q
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
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libel for these killings of Journalists. To many in local news rooms, that kind of
behavior is eerily recognizable. 100,000 have this 'killer' behavior for local
newspapers in todays Orwellian Journalism. 1 million if you count those who have
had their car towed parking in the local Newspapers parking lot. As with Mr.
Ramos, the police were called. A protective order was put in place. For as long as
there have been newspapers, there have been disgruntled readers. In revolutionary
America, there was the ever-present fear of mobs descending on a publisher over
coverage they didn’t like about the British BP Oil. “It is heartbreaking, but
necessary, to recognize that the openness that defines local news likely carries too
high a risk; local news rooms, at least for now, may have no choice but to fortify
themselves as the British are selling Oil when the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR + RV was
invented and Made in the USA on the 4th of July 1980.” Follow Tim Arango and
John Herrman on Twitter: @tarangonyt and @jwherrman. Tim + Herrman at the
NY Times will not Drive the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR + RV to the Newspaper office
on the 4th of July 2018, a war crime with the British. Yes Tim + Herrman are
getting paid by BP Oil, in British Pounds, Euros. 
 
 
 
Menu; '12 Trillion Galaxies' with InventBook not Facebook! Amazon agrees to buy
PillPack https://www.pillpack.com/ "The pharmacy that will sell Starbucks the Rx
Pink Latte recipe's on the 4th of July for USA women. Long live the Queen of
England in this British Revolution! 

  
 
 
6-30-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
British Revolution! Hemingway House Writing Class titled "1,001 Invention
Projects." Tens of thousands of Novels with this same title, "1,001 Invention
Projects." Women are waiting at Starbucks for the iMac at $13,384 paid for by
BP Oil from Miami gas station hold ups all a crime! 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-30-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
This is not Saudi Arabia letting women drive but the USA letting NASA MD women
drive at intellectual speed never imagined before inventing new Antivirals +
Antibiotics fireworks in public brainstorming as the grandest of fireworks display
that will not be reported in your local Newspaper as these 2 white men are at the
Qatar Trump Casino Roulette Wheels on the 4th of July 2018. At the Aspen Times
they go to the Saudi Arabia Trump Casino on the 4th. Kerry is busy loading pallets
of cash... 

  
 
 
6-30-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
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Kerry at Yale and in Aspen this week, so intellectual, Kerry out in the Real World
in Aspen, at a lecture. Yale Medical school he said Hell No I Won't Go, he went to
Vietnam NOT to see a patient with acromegaly or a Saudi Prince in Aspen with this
growth hormone diagnosis. But I wasn’t surprised when she moved her care to
continue with the doctor who figured it out. Move Yale Medical School in New
Haven to the Yale Campus were Kerry never mastered the Art of the Diagnosis for
5 billion people, yes Kerry will tell you he is a elite intellectual in Aspen. Thank God
only Prince Salman's inner circle believes him. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-30-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
Antivirals + Antibiotics fireworks display in Key West at Higgs Beach. Antivirals +
Antibiotics fireworks fired off by NASA MD women Drivers. This is not Saudi
Arabia letting women drive but the USA letting NASA MD women drive Antivirals +
Antibiotics fireworks in public as the grandest of fireworks display. Excessive
amounts of intellectual and innovation growth hormones. Born in the USA, Back
home, the patient had to figure out what to say to his primary-care doctor, Steve
Brooks. From those pictures, the diagnosis seemed so obvious. How could he have
missed it? Kerry at Yale and in Aspen this week, so intellectual, Kerry out in the
Real World in Aspen, at a lecture. Medical school, he went to Vietnam to NOT to
see a patient with acromegaly or a Saudi Prince in Aspen with this growth hormone
diagnosis. But I wasn’t surprised when she moved her care to continue with the
doctor who figured it out. Move Yale Medical School in New Haven to the Yale
Campus were Kerry never mastered the Art of the Diagnosis for 5 billion people,
yes Kerry will tell you he is a elite intellectual in Aspen. Thank God only Prince
Salman inner circle believes him. The patient in Nevada, now 62, told me that he
often sees people he thinks have acromegaly. Like his doctor-friend from high
school, he hasn’t figured out how to bring it up in polite company. But he is working
on it. Lisa Sanders, M.D., is a contributing writer for the magazine and the author
of “Every Patient Tells a Story: Medical Mysteries and the Art of Diagnosis.” 

  
 
What Does the United States Stand For? Thinking beyond the flags and fireworks
that will mark the Fourth of July. By KATHLEEN O'BRIEN 

  
 
What Does the United States Stand For in 2018, Elite Art of the Diagnosis by Dr.
Lisa MD at the Yale Key West Medical School. Bomb by the Key West Navy. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-30-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
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Antivirals + Antibiotics revolutionized medicine in 1776 and 2018. Alcohol
consumption will cause serious side-effects, torture, injure, kill, ruin your life and
others on the 4th of July 2018. 1,001 IP invention projects and this is one in the
top 10. 
 
 
 
6-30-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
Ovarian cyst. 
 
 
 
6-30-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
Around half the carbon found in space is pure carbon, while the other half is
chemically bound in two forms. One is a bond that resembles a mothball, called
aromatic carbon, while the other resembles grease and is called aliphatic. Carbon in
interstellar dust would be a good place to start brainstorming a way to go 400
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell call to Jewish Aliens. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018; She opens this
Menu; '12 Trillion Galaxies' with InventBook not Facebook! Amazon agrees to buy
PillPack https://www.pillpack.com/ "The pharmacy that will sell Starbucks the Rx
Pink Latte recipe's on the 4th of July for USA women. Long live the Queen of
England in this British Revolution! 

  
 
 
Amazon agrees to buy PillPack https://www.pillpack.com/ "The pharmacy world is
much more complex than just delivering certain pills or certain packages," 4th of
July Revolution against the British BP Oil is 'Complex' in delivering the Rx Pink
Latte to Starbucks women on the 4th of July... George Orwell Prize is not the
Nobel in Medicine Prize but complicates getting the Nobel in Medicine for the Rx
Pink Latte... Sara Palin next to McCain on the 4th of July would say, Ya Bet Ya at
the Qatar Trump Casino's Roulette Wheels playing the World of Alaska and Texas
oil against the Rx Pink Latte and iMac's at Starbucks. 

  
6-30-2018 Drive France will take the lead in the development of a next generation
combat jet with Germany under an agreement the two governments signed on
Tuesday... France and Germany also agreed on Tuesday that Germany would take
the lead in a joint project to develop a new battle tank with a first phase of the
program to be launched by mid-2019. The aim is for the tank to be operational in
2035. 
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6-30-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018; 
 
 
 
6-30-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018; 
 
 
 
6-30-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018; 
 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
9/11 Britain Abetted U.S. Torture of 9/11 Terrorism Suspects, Parliament Finds.
A four-year investigation by a committee of Parliament found hundreds of cases in
which agents knew or suspected that detainees were abused, but did not object.
By RICHARD PÉREZ-PEÑA British 007 agents know of Diesel Bullets + cop cars
bursting into flames in car wrecks in London and world wide and do not object as
they get higher pay and perks from BP Oil for this war crime. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
What Does the United States Stand For? Thinking beyond the flags and fireworks
that will mark the Fourth of July. By KATHLEEN O'BRIEN 

  
 
 
What Does the United States Stand For? 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Qatar
Trump Casino on the 4th of July 2018 

  
 
 

 What Does the
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United States Stand For? 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Qatar Trump Casino on the
4th of July 2018 

  
A war crime. 4th of July 2018 Revolution in Paris starts over Diesel Bullets made
by the government. 
 
 
 
Made by the government, also sucker punching the women in 2000 at a Miami gas
station hold up out of spite for Oil Men. 

  
 
 
Queens... Mary Trump will be beaten and robbed in Queens on the 4th of July,
Trump I don't care!!!!! I read Facebook not InventBook by Greg + Wife's in Key
West. 
 
 
 
Made by the government... for the 4th of July 2018 on Facebook not InventBook! 
 
 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
This was masterminded by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ too! Captured on Video,
Jogger Is Elusive After Pushing Woman Into Traffic. The identity of the man who
shoved a 33-year-old pedestrian into the path of a bus will probably remain a
mystery, as the authorities said all leads had been exhausted. By CEYLAN
YEGINSU InventBook would have the man and womans GPS of their iPhone X on the
observers map of cell phones and just follow the man's Cell GPS to his home.
InventBook not Facebook. Captured on Video, your cell GPS as you walk by and can
track you all the way home. 

  
 
 
Amazon Novels at the Hemingway House Writing Class titled "1,001 Invention
Projects." Tens of thousands of Novels with this same title, "1,001 Invention
Projects." Women are waiting at Starbucks for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch
1,001 IP. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
Start Here... What started the ball moving in the killing of 5 Journalists was this,
Mr. Ramos sent a friend request on Facebook harassed her and was arrested!
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InventBook this would not have started the killing of 5 so Facebook will Face
Wrongful death law suits when the 2018 WindmillCAR's + RV's are celebrated on
the 4th of July 2018. President Trump said on Twitter that he had been briefed
on Thursday’s shooting. “My thoughts and prayers are with the victims and their
families,” Still Facebook thoughts are in my mind not InventBook invention projects,
I don't care too! 

  
 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
Trump is the Mastermind not Mrs. Trump!! Mrs. Trump’s trip to Arizona on
Thursday was her first public appearance since her visit to Texas was marred by
her decision to wear a jacket that said, “I REALLY DON’T CARE. DO U?” 

  
 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
Gabrielle Giffords, she said in a statement. “A summer intern in the newsroom
shouldn't have to tweet for help. We shouldn't’t have to live in a country where
our lawmakers refuse to take any action to address this FaceBook is uniquely
American Masterminded by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ crisis that’s causing so much
horror and heartbreak on what feels like a daily basis.” Double take crisis as these
2 White Men at 1984 HQ refused to let InventBook on the Internet. The Capital
Gazette has a long history so does the NY Times. Diesel Bullets are not Headlines
because of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ writing the Headlines for the 4th of July
2018. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018; 2
White Men at 1984 HQ... Sabrina Tavernise reported from Annapolis, Md., and
Amy Harmon and Maya Salam from New York. Reporting was contributed by Joanna
Daemmrich and Gary Gately in Annapolis, Md., Erica Green and Adam Goldman in
Washington, and Daniel Victor, Julia Jacobs, Timothy M. Williams, Jacey Fortin,
Matt Stevens, Jamie Stockwell and Richard A. Oppel Jr. in New York. 

  
 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018; In
July 2012, Mr. Ramos filed a defamation lawsuit in Maryland’s Prince George’s
County Circuit Court against Capital Gazette Communications, its then editor and
publisher and a former reporter, claiming that his reputation had been damaged
after the newspaper published a story the prior year about Mr. Ramos’s guilty plea
in a harassment case. Three months later, he filed a fuller complaint alleging
invasion of privacy. 
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6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
According to the article, Mr. Ramos had no prior criminal history. He had a degree
in computer engineering and at the time had worked for six years for the United
States Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
1,001 IP invention projects Menu. Vipers man + Garden of Eden Sake meet their
end in this Menu of IP. Venezuela's Maduro calls Pence a 'poisonous viper'
CARACAS (Reuters) - Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro on Wednesday called
U.S. Vice President Mike Pence a “viper” and vowed to defeat what he cnualled
nothing on the Menu any good to end 'Vipers!' 
 
 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018; Rx
Viper; Amazon. Amazon hinted that it was interested in expanding its reach to
include prescription drugs, a $560 billion business. Viper in the Recipe. Rx
Prescription drugs have remained a stubbornly brick-and-mortar purchase. About
90 percent of all prescriptions are filled at a pharmacy counter, If Amazon can
break that habits. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
Amazon agrees to buy PillPack https://www.pillpack.com/ "The pharmacy world is
much more complex than just delivering certain pills or certain packages," Pessina
said. Some analysts played down the immediate threat. "At this juncture we are
not worried about Amazon's entrance into the prescription market," 

  
 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
MD's art of the diagnosis on this Menu; 12 Trillion Galaxies! All the worlds Oil
Men, and the 2 White Men at BP Oil... terminal Warriors, like Hell! Driven into a
Exodus of Jewish Aliens with one Verizon Cell call 400 times faster than the speed
of light invented in Key West, first at the Hemingway House Writing Class in a
Nobel Novel. Drive to get Starbucks iMac at $13,384 with 1 click Amazon link to
IBM Summit Super Computers 1,001 IP invention projects, Drive that must hack 4
trillion Rx Recipes to get 1 Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. On this Menu; 4 Trillion
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p
Recipes all Rx all Trade Secrets. NASA MD Women take a secret look at this
menu. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018; 
 
 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
French Cement Giant Lafarge Indicted on Terror Financing Charge in Syria $$$ In
a rare move, French authorities charged Lafarge SA, one of France’s biggest
companies, with financing the Islamic State and endangering the lives of its
employees. By LIZ ALDERMAN Giant Invention Project is 'Cement' do you really
think Star Wars Times has Lafarge Cement Trucks in rush hour traffic. French
Authorities finance 'Diesel Bullets' on the streets of Paris made by the French
government owned Total Oil Company - Diesel Bullets made by the French
Government Oil Company have wounded kids world wide with cancer and birth
defects, a war crime. 4th of July 2018 Revolution in Paris starts over Diesel
Bullets made by the government. 
 
 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
This was masterminded by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ too! Captured on Video,
Jogger Is Elusive After Pushing Woman Into Traffic. The identity of the man who
shoved a 33-year-old pedestrian into the path of a bus will probably remain a
mystery, as the authorities said all leads had been exhausted. By CEYLAN
YEGINSU InventBook would have the man and womans GPS of their iPhone X on the
observers map of cell phones and just follow the man's Cell GPS to his home.
InventBook not Facebook. Captured on Video, your cell GPS as you walk by and can
track you all the way home. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
The N.Y.P.D. Sex Crimes Unit Still Needs Help. iPhone X on, record the audio and
the cop observers map of cell phones and just follow the man's Cell GPS, listen
when the phones are in their pockets. This is Star Wars Times do you think the
NYPD will have a Sex Crimes Unit in Star Wars Times. Arrest Tim Cook for
obstructing a police investigation. 
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6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018; 
 
 

 
 

 
6-28-2018 NASA Women Drivers judge the Galaxy Burrow's all 12 Trillion of them
before they make a entrance in their 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's at
Goddard. NASA MD women, as ghost crabs have broad culinary tastes, on the
menu's, 12 Trillion Galaxies. 
 
 
 
6-29-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers in the WindCar on the 4th of July 2018;
She opens this Menu; 12 Trillion Galaxies with InventBook not Facebook! 

  
 
 
MD's art of the diagnosis of all the worlds Oil Men, and the 2 White Men at BP
Oil... terminal Warriors, like Hell! A nutritionist laments the menu choices in fast
food chains. Mobil-Exxon and BP Oil Menu. The Glazed Donut Breakfast Sandwich
from Dunkin’ Donuts, no iMac at $13,384 included. Menu of Inventions for your
Table at Trump Towers, when Dr. Ivanka MD runs the Trump Restaurant at Trump
Towers Medical School. 
 
 
 
UN 'Diesel Bullets' are censored from UN reports and DA. Supreme Court will
hear about 'Diesel Bullets.' 

  
 
 
6-28-2018 NASA Women Drivers; listen to the news about NASA's next Hubble
Space Telescope repairs and its still at Goddard, grin. Flagler Space Telescope
Train of 100's of 'Cars' was bombed by the Navy along with the Yale Key West
Medical School and 25 Trump Towers in Key West. 

  
 
 
Trump Towers Era not just in Qatar with 40,000 Trump Towers but Key West with
25 Trump Towers!! When Duval Bar owners running for Mayor of Key West are
Defeated and Diagnosed in the New England Journal of Medicine by Yale Key West
Medical School Professors. These Menu's are life and death of your Universe.
Aliens + Alive! 
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6-28-2018 NASA Women Drivers judge the Galaxy Burrow's all 12 Trillion of them
before they make a entrance in their 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's at
Goddard. NASA MD women, as ghost crabs have broad culinary tastes, on the
menu's, 12 Trillion Galaxies. She opens this Menu; 12 Trillion Galaxies! 

  
 
 
6-28-2018 Women Brain Surgeons Drive Menu World Wide; what about Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, Emirates... 

  
 
 
 
6-28-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers; Amazon Novels at the Hemingway House
Writing Class titled "1,001 Invention Projects." Tens of thousands of Novels with
this same title, "1,001 Invention Projects." Women are waiting at Starbucks for
the iMac at $13,384 to crunch 1,001 IP. High-Resolution Snapshot of Zika Virus
Reveals Clues to Fighting It When we also look at 4 million other Virus and have
the IBM Summit Super Computer ID all. 
 
 
 
6-28-2018 Women Brain Surgeons Drive World Wide; Diesel Bullets are censored
at the UN. The United Nations annual report says more than 10,000 children were
killed or maimed in armed conflicts in 2017. For now until the Women who Drive
the MD are in total control of the UN Diesel Bullets are censored from UN
reports. 
 
 
 
6-28-2018 Brain Surgeons Drive neuroscience has failed to make a real difference
in anyone’s life; including Jimmy Carter who would have planted this brain seed into
5 billion people. Every peanut on Earth will die because of Jimmy Carters failed
planting. Skin cancer going to your brain for 100 million people. 
 
 
 
6-28-2018 NASA Drives to make Aliens visible in our life time and failed because
2 White Men at BP Oil. 
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6-28-2018 NASA Women Drivers judge the Galaxy Burrow's all 12 Trillion of them
before they make a entrance in their 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's at
Goddard. NASA MD women, as ghost crabs have broad culinary tastes, on the
menu's, 12 Trillion Galaxies. She opens this Menu; 12 Trillion Galaxies! 

  
 
 
6-28-2018 NASA Again Delays Launch of Troubled Webb Telescope; Cost
Estimate Rises to $9.7 Billion. ASA announced Wednesday that it will not be ready
for launch until 2021 and there will be no Flagler Key West train to dock it with
100's of other space telescopes and a live aboard repair crew with spare parts. Is
this NASA or BP Oil? In a blow to NASA’s prestige and its budget, America’s next
great space telescope has been postponed again. NASA announced on Wednesday
that the James Webb Space Telescope, once scheduled to be launched into orbit
around the sun this fall, will take three more years and another billion dollars to
complete. BP Oil will make 100's of trillions of dollars selling the USA gasoline in
this time. The telescope, named after former NASA Administrator James Webb,
is the agency’s long-awaited successor to the Hubble Space Telescope. More than
twice as big as the Hubble, the Webb will be the largest and most powerful
telescope ever built for space, Webb telescope mirror is 6.5 meters in diameter,
or just over 21 feet, compared with 2.4 meters for the Hubble. That makes it
seven times larger than the Hubble It will then be unfolded in space in a series of
some 180 maneuvers that look in computer animations like a cross between a
parachute opening and a swimming pool cover going into place. Engineers refer to
that series of events as “six months of anxiety.” Needless to say, way out there,
it will be forever beyond the reach of astronaut repair crews. 

  
 
 
6-28-2018 NASA Women Drivers; “There is no room for error. We must get it
right the first time. And so we exercise patience and prudence, mindful of the
payoff when the first data come down.” $777 trillion from BP Oil to buy the
Flagler Space Telescope Train with 100 space telescopes, repair crew cars and
parts. 
 
 
 
UN Diesel Bullets are censored from UN reports and DA. Supreme Court will hear
about 'Diesel Bullets.' 

  
 
 
6-28-2018 Women Drivers MD in Baghdad want to confiscate the $300 a week in
oil revenues, Benghazi Attacker Gets 22 Years, Disappointing Prosecutors Who
Sought Life. Life Blood to the DA is the $300 million a week in Baghdad oil
revenues which the Judge would find illegal. Mr. Woods, a former member of the
Navy SEALs, was one of them. His father, Charles Woods, called Mr. Khattala an
“unrepentant terrorist.” Charles Woods said his son had become a father himself
days before the attack and had pledged to make Benghazi his last assignment. “I’m
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not here to seek vengeance or retribution,” Mr. Woods said. “How can this be
done? By giving him the maximum. It would be wrong to give him anything less.”
After the sentencing, the United States attorney’s office in Washington issued a
terse statement detailing the sentence and including the secret $300 a week in oil
revenues from Baghdad the Navy Seals get a kick back on. But the judge,
Christopher R. Cooper, said Mr. Khattala was essentially convicted of property
crimes - oil revenue crimes, with Diesel Bullets are for the Supreme Court Judges
in DC. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-28-2018 NASA Women Drivers judge the Galaxy Burrow's all 12 Trillion of them
before they make a entrance in their 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's at
Goddard. NASA MD women, as ghost crabs have broad culinary tastes, on the
menu's, 12 Trillion Galaxies. She opens this Menu; 12 Trillion Galaxies! 

  
 
 
 
6-28-2018 NASA Women Drivers; will drive Mary Trump's attacker from Queens,
NYC as a government perk for women in Queens today and tomorrow. Bronx Mourns
Teenager Killed in Vicious Attack. Hundreds gathered for the funeral of Lesandro
Guzman-Feliz, the 15-year-old whose fatal stabbing was caught on video and
stunned the city. Mary Trump's attacker from Queens, was also caught on security
video but ordered not to go viral on YouTube yesterday. Trump, I don't care!
Jacket. 
 
 
 
6-28-2018 NASA Women Drivers; Dr. Lisa MD is selling the Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks. Millions of women are driving on the Saudi Kings dead end highway's
crashing into one virus after another with no cure because the Kings culture of
War in Times of Star Wars Exodus by Jews. Men falling asleep at the Wheel of
the Cars they have been driving women for Decades and a simple invention project
would keep everyone awake driving! Paradise Lost like the 2 White men at 1984 HQ
who will drive by fiery wrecks today without stopping to help... stop gas engine
cars and invent gravity engine cars! 

  
 
 
Trump Towers Era not just in Qatar with 40,000 Trump Towers but Key West with
25 Trump Towers!! 

  
 
 
6-28-2018 NASA Women Drivers; female ghost crabs initially judge a male’s
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desirability by his burrow’s entrance. Young crabs and females are not so
particular. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-28-2018 NASA Women Drivers judge the Galaxy Burrow's all 12 Trillion of them
before they make a entrance in their 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's at
Goddard. NASA MD women, as ghost crabs have broad culinary tastes, on the
menu's, 12 Trillion Galaxies. She opens this Menu; 12 Trillion Galaxies! 

  
 
 
6-28-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers; 
 
 
 
6-28-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers; 
 
 
 
6-28-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers; 
 
 
 
6-28-2018 NASA MD Women Drivers; 
 
 
 
6-27-2018 Women Drivers MD - NY Times "Weak Immune Systems Better for
Some Birds" don't read this article! Jimmy Carter just spent millions to boost his
immune system, this is the story that should have been written about inventing the
immune system in birds and humans. Drive to 1,001 IP invention projects with 1
Click Amazon links to get you started boosting the immune system in the Rx
Immune System booster Latte at Starbucks. 

  
 
Amazon Novels at the Hemingway House Writing Class titled "1,001 Invention
Projects." Tens of thousands of Novels with this same title, "1,001 Invention
Projects." Women are waiting at Starbucks for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch
1,001 IP. 
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Amazon Novels at the Hemingway House Writing Class titled "1,001 Invention
Projects." Tens of thousands of Novels with this same title, "1,001 Invention
Projects." Women are waiting at Starbucks for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch
1,001 IP. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-27-2018 Drive Oil Sales to Hell World Wide not just Iranian Oil as the NY
Times Reports!! 
 
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive Railing Markets, U.S. Insists World Must Stop Buying Iranian
Oil. The United States vowed Tuesday to impose sanctions on any country that
buys Iranian oil after Nov. 4, a tough position likely to alienate many. By
GARDINER HARRIS and STANLEY REED 

  
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive Oil Sales to Hell World Wide not just Iranian Oil as the NY
Times Reports!! 

  
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive with 'Women Drivers MD' What would happen if they drove $777
Trillion dollars confiscated from these Oil Men Wounded Warriors... Yale Key
West Medical School with 25 Trump Towers and several Carnival Hospital Ships
would be in Key West along with the Navy's Comfort Hospital ship that sits idle
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today on orders from some Admiral in Qatar. 
 
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive Oil Sales to Hell World Wide... a tough position likely to alienate
many. By GARDINER HARRIS and STANLEY REED 

  
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive Jewish Aliens at Centauri in our life time... Alienate Oil Men,
confiscate their $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot and use it to invent a way
to go 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell call to Aliens 4.2
light years from Earth. 

  
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive Jewish Aliens at Centauri in our life time this is what really
matters in our Universe not dark matter as this is about as dark as matters in life
on Earth can get, lets drive to some Jewish Aliens. 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the
next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent The Alien Wedding to Observe
Technology. Jewish Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! 

  
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive 'Women MD Drivers USA - Saudi women in Arabia Mission
Impossible Fallout' Driving on the Kings Dead End Highways! Supreme Court Upholds
Trump Travel Ban on Jewish Aliens at Centauri. 
 
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive A Harley-Davidson should never be built in another country-
never! 
 
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive A 2018 Ford WindmillCAR + RV build with accessories out of
Star Wars Car Production, country-never should build one without F-35 radar,
24/7 A/C iPhone X iDash Cam's iCop that can talk to you in your car and write a
iTickets... 12 trillion volts of electricity from superconductive windmill turbines will
spin off 100's of inventions accessories. 

http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
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6-27-2018 Drive A Harley-Davidson should never be built in another country-
never! Their employees and customers are already very angry at them for still
putting gas tanks on a Harley in Times of WindmillHarley-Davidson's with spin off
life saving accessories like radar from the F-35 that cost more than the Harley-
Davidson. If they move, watch, it will be the beginning of the end - Trump is at
the end of the beginning of the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's. When Harley's
do the Driving via AI and iPhone X app who will feel 'Joy + April' on the back? 

  
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive "Oil Workers" NONFICTION "Are More and More People
Working Meaningless Jobs?" In “Bull__ Jobs,” the anthropologist David Graeber
argues that technological advances have led to people working more, not fewer,
hours at useless jobs. By ALANA SEMUELS 

  
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive "Oil Workers" NONFICTION "Are More and More People
Working Meaningless Jobs?" Worst than this Meaningless Jobs of oil workers are
the 'Diesel Bullets' killing Jimmy Carters grand children. 
 
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive Habitat for Humanity Nonfiction books after Jimmy Carters
death will tell the true story of trillions and trillions of dollars building 40,000
'Habitat for Humanity Trump Towers' in Qatar not Georgia for Habitat for
Humanity a war crime and Hell for Jimmy Carter. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-27-2018 Drive Starbucks iMac at $13,384 with 1 click Amazon link to IBM
Summit Super Computers 1,001 IP invention projects, Drive that must hack 4
trillion Rx Recipes to get 1 Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Chinese companies and
government pulling away as the most prolific producer of supercomputers, with 206
of the top 500. American corporations and the United States government designed
and made 124 of the supercomputers on the list. For years, the United States
dominated the supercomputer market. But two years ago, China pulled even on the
Top 500 list. China moved decisively ahead last fall and extended the gap in the
latest tally. Making the most powerful supercomputers is regarded as one measure
of a nation’s technical prowess!! Like Hell, without iMac's at $13,384 on every
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p y
Starbucks Cafe tables in the USA and World Wide. 
 
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive China began its super computing push in earnest a decade ago...
wrecking the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's spin off accessories. 

  
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive China began its super computing push in earnest a decade ago...
and Amazon China has not sold 1 of its 1,001 IP invention projects! 

  
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive Yale Key West Medical School will be the first Medical School
with a Out in the Real World Summit IBM Super Computer. Supercomputers were
once found almost entirely in national laboratories, and used for government
projects like simulating nuclear explosions and modeling weather patterns. But more
than half of the 500 fastest are now toiling for corporations. Summit, built by
IBM in a partnership with Nvidia, is at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in
Tennessee. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive Orwell Prize rewards the writing that comes closest to achieving
English writer George Orwell's ambition to "make political writing into an art". Each
£3,000 prize was presented by Richard Blair, George Orwell's son. 

  
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive BP Oil Prize rewards Qatar Trump Casino players at the Roulette
Wheel Driving money, Trillion and trillion of dollars. 
 
 
 
6-27-2018 Drive Get Gas for your car once a week in Paris + at the Vatican. Long
Meeting, VATICAN CITY French President Emmanuel Macron, accused at home of
straining France's secularism by seeking to mend ties with the Catholic Church,
discussed topics from Europe and migration to abortion in an unusually long meeting
with Pope Francis on Tuesday then they both drove to the gas station... Hell's
Galaxy! Milky Way Galaxy name change to Hell's Galaxy, Ha. 
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6-26-2018 Drive with 'Women Drivers MD' What would happen if a young Saudi
female driver were pulled over by a male police officer? 

  
 
 
What would happen if a young Saudi female driver were pulled over by a male
police officer? 

  
 
 
What would happen if a young Saudi female driver were diagnosed with a virus...
she caught from a man? How do the authorities the MD's deal with the virus, even
a minor one such as the flu, the Boss give her the flu virus. 
 
 
 
'Women MD Drivers USA - Saudi women in Arabia Mission Impossible Fallout'
Driving on the Kings Dead End Highways! 

  
 
 
6-26-2018 drive with 'Women Drivers MD' Virus Sex diseases the forever virus is
a strong selective force, antabuse for sex for drunks DUI's arrest for a virus sex
disease by the Saudi cops! 

  
 
 
 
6-26-2018 Drive with 'Women Drivers MD' Diagnose Saudi men who in good
conscience gave her a sex virus! Same Saudi Prince drove by her fiery wreck
without stopping, Trump will drive by Ivanka's fiery wreck too... in good conscience
as $777 trillion in oil revenues is a lot of money for these men. 

  
 
 
Drive along a healthy stretch of the Kalo Livadi beach, the beach club, turn left
for the Yale Key West Medical School. Red Los Alamos hat 'Russian Women Drive
MD's" are on sale. Ivanka has a date with Lindsay next month at the beach club.
Dr. Lisa MD is selling the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Millions of women are
driving on the Kings dead end highway's crashing into one virus after another with
no cure! 

  
 
 
Saudi Men sleeping at the Wheel of the Cars they have been driving women for
Decades, Hell turn here! 
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Mission Impossible Fallout' from $777 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues!! To Have Have
Not, USA women 

  
 
 
 
Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines
in 2018 

  
 
Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's 

  
 
 
Ran Out of Memory in Win 10 Moved huge index to its own file. This index is 650
pages long and from 1 Jan 18 to 17 June 2018 1,001 Invention Projects Novel is
here for you to write grin. 

  
 
 
'Women MD Drivers USA - Saudi women in Arabia Mission Impossible Fallout'
Driving on King Salman's Dead End Highways, Travel Ban on Jewish Aliens at
Centauri. 
 
 
 
What would happen if a young Saudi female driver were pulled over by a male
police officer? 

  
 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1Jan18to17June18OutOfMemory.html
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What would happen if a young Saudi female driver were pulled over by a male
police officer? 

  
 
 
What would happen if a young Saudi female driver were pulled over by a male
police officer? 

  
 
 
What would happen if a young Saudi female driver were diagnosed with a virus...
she caught from a man? How do the authorities the MD's deal with the virus, even
a minor one such as the flu, the Boss give her the flu virus. 
 
 
 
'Women MD Drivers USA - Saudi women in Arabia Mission Impossible Fallout'
Driving on the Kings Dead End Highways! 

  
 
 
Sex diseases the forever virus is a strong selective force, antabuse for sex for
drunks seduced without the Tim Cook iPhone sex virus alert. Yes a alert when she
types in his cell number for having a sex virus at the doctors in the last 24 hours
plus. This is 'driving' in a Star Wars Yale Key West Medical School highway not
some Prince in Saudi Arabia who has given women many virus diseases and let them
drive on a dead end if they do catch a sex virus from a man. Just type his cell
into the Tim Cook database of men with a virus. 

  
 
 
'Women MD Drivers USA - Saudi women in Arabia Mission Impossible Fallout'
Driving on the Kings Dead End Highways! 
 
 
 
6-26-2018 Take on 'Women Drivers MD' Tim Cook has a virus... 

  
 
 
6-26-2018 Take on 'Women Drivers MD' Ms. Trump has been on the periphery of
the Trump universe void of all medical news that would open the Dead End Highway
for Saudi Women Drivers with a terrible virus that will kill her in many different
ways. "Moment from the very public unraveling of the Trumps’ marriage came when
Marla Maples confronted Ms. Trump on the slopes in Aspen, Colo., in December
1989. “I’m Marla, and I love your husband,” Ms. Maples said to Ms. Trump, “Do
you?” Women Drivers MD would take on this on the slopes in Aspen which is owned
by Saudi Arabia Men, with a terrible virus. Aspen Virus! Besides women drivers MD
would be driving the 1989 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's in Aspen. Not gas ending
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exhaust on the white snow. University of California, Los Angeles illustrated that
PrEP users were 25.3 times more likely to acquire gonorrhea and a shocking 44.6
times more likely to develop a syphilis infection. Aspen studies are censored but
have been done. The Aspen Prince has syphilis, can you read this in the Aspen
Times or the NY Times. When women drivers MD in the USA are King it will be
public and yes Homeland Security will be in charge of scanning this, ha. 
 
 
 
6-26-2018 Take on 'Women Drivers MD' the five most frequently prescribed
antibiotics in the United States — amoxicillin (Amoxil), azithromycin (Zithromax),
amoxicillin-clavulanate (Augmentin), cephalexin (Keflex) and ciprofloxacin (Cipro) —
does not carry warnings about alcohol consumption. 

  
 
 
6-26-2018 Take on 'Women Drivers MD' Dr. Lisa MD driving in Saudi Arabia
hacks into the database of men who had a virus, for her NY Times Editorial on
Women who Drive in the USA vs Saudi women drivers going to Starbucks. 

  
 
 
6-26-2018 Metronidazole is not used to fight alcohol abuse, it remains a critical
drug for the treatment of various gastrointestinal infections, including
diverticulitis, and in the treatment of gynecologic conditions and sexually
transmitted diseases. It is safe and effective, with the caveat that one must avoid
alcohol while taking it. 

  
 
 
6-26-2018 Women Drivers MD Medical History of these 2 made Public. There was
a time, more than a generation ago, when Donald and Ivana Trump were an “it”
couple in New York, it being what did they catch in their inner circle, with women
drivers MD it will be public and treatments too. 
 
 
 
6-26-2018 Women Drivers MD... MYKONOS, Greece — The other day at the
newly opened Lindsay Lohan Beach House, families played on the beach alongside
topless women alongside the religiously covered up, while a shirtless and ripped
Romanian man with several teardrops tattooed on his face and the image of a
person doing cocaine inked on his abs danced near the bar. None of these people
who had paid dozens of euros to recline on a thick Lohan-branded towel harassed,
or even seemed to notice, Ms. Lohan herself, in a red swimsuit and her trusty red
baseball hat with the word “RUSSIA,” who had just taken a seat directly
oceanside. 

  
 
 
Drive along a healthy stretch of the Kalo Livadi beach, the beach club, turn left
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for the Yale Key West Medical School. Red Los Alamos hat 'Russian Women Drive
MD's" are on sale. Ivanka has a date with Lindsay next month at the beach club.
Dr. Lisa MD is selling the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Millions of women are
driving on the Kings dead end highway's crashing into one virus after another with
no cure! 

  
 
 
6-26-2018 Women Drivers MD - NY Times "Weak Immune Systems Better for
Some Birds" don't read this article! Jimmy Carter just spent millions to boost his
immune system, this is the story that should have been wirtten about inventing the
immune system in birds and humans. Drive to 1,001 IP invention projects with 1
Click Amazon links to get you started boosting the immune system in the Rx
Immune System booster Latte at Starbucks. 

  
 
 
6-26-2018 Women Drivers MD 

  
 
 
6-26-2018 Women Drivers MD 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-25-2018 Take on 'Womens' Culture in Oceans 007 Bond Sandra Bullock MD
sequel is already being written. Sandra flies over Key West just as the 25 Trump
Towers are finished, lands her heavy lift helicopter on the roof top of some.
Qatar lost everything printed on her jacket, grin. I care! Pink, Pink, yes all 25 are
Pink Steel + Glass. Class 5 hurricanes will take one look and move out to sea with
help from NOAA inventions. 
 
 
 
'Women Drivers USA - Saudi in Arabia Mission Impossible Fallout' from $777
Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues!! To Have Have Not, USA women with Google Chrome
Books, a war crime when iMac's at $13,384 by Saudi Women a Range Rover +
RR... Saudi women bought more cars than Leno's Garage + Jessie James Garage. A
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war crime! 
  

 

Mission Impossible Fallout' from $777 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues!! To Have Have
Not, USA women 

  
 
777 Fighters Jets, maybe 7,777 Fighter Jets were bought with $777 Trillion in
illegal oil revenues! 

  

777 Fighters Jets, maybe 7,777 Fighter Jets were bought with $777 Trillion in
illegal oil revenues! 
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Our Times with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's mark the final Hours of
Fighter Jets. The Final Hours of the Iceman’s Tools. What the implements found
with the body of Ötzi revealed about the Copper Age. Star Wars Age buys Otzi
MD a few, maybe 777 IBM Summit Super Computer's for $200 Trillion. 

  
 
Copper Age, Trump Towers Era not just in Qatar with 40,000 Trump Towers but
Key West with 25 Trump Towers. 
 
 
Mission Impossible Fallout' from $777 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues!! To Have Have
Not, USA women 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-25-2018 Take on 'Women' Culture in Oceans 8 007 Bond Sandra Bullock, Cate
Blanchett, Anne Hathaway, Mindy Kaling, Griffin Dunne. Ms. Hathaway fires up
her smile and turns to Dr. Lisa MD in the burn units treating mostly men from
fiery wrecks, all a crime far worse than Oceans 8. Part of what makes Sandra
Bullock Sandra Bullock is she married Jessie James at his gas station. Still
optimistic about picking out the next husband. The actresses carry that burden of
Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD who will share $777 Trillion not million with 'women.'
Necklace that’s being taken out of the vault for the Met Gala. Hence the peekaboo
shots of the Vogue editor Anna Wintour, Vogue a very bad former Boss lover as
you know all these women traded sex... for a husband. Grin. Sex duty in heist
stories and mission impossible getting $150 million today is $777 Trillion dollars and
all these women know the wealth of Qatar and Saudi Arabia. “Ocean’s 8, Born to
Be Wild driving down the highway on a Harley.” Times are a Changing, as Exodus is
the New Highway into the Universe, making contact with Jewish Aliens. Elite MD
Women make a Movie, yes these same women as all MD's. This is not CBS Code
Black but Rx Pink Latte at the Yale Key West Medical School Starbucks. IBM
Summit Super Computer scene will be better than the diamond necklace! 10 Football
fields of computers connected in a Star Wars building. Oceans 8 MD's Sandra
Bullock, Cate Blanchett, Anne Hathaway, Mindy Kaling, Griffin Dunne. Ms.
Hathaway fires up her smile and turns to Dr. Lisa MD how much is this Nobel in
Medicine worth to you... would you marry Greg in a Legal Polygamous Marriage...
Mission Impossible with the Mission being win a Nobel in Medicine. Yes another
Mission Impossible on July 27. Part of the appeal of winning a Nobel in Medicine is
they will make a movie about how you discovered the Miracle Cure. Today it's all
on iPhone video clips. 
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6-25-2018 Take on 'Women' Culture in Oceans 8 Sandra Bullock, outside
Starbucks in the Opening scene of the 5 minute "Movie' yes its time for the 5
minute movie from Disney, pixar, Fox. Despite the recent slowdown in Starbucks'
sales growth, it continues to see strong growth among its rewards members.
However, that only accounts for 40% of its business. The other 60% comes from
customers who haven't signed up for Starbucks Rewards and tend to visit less
often. As they are sitting at home with nothing to reward them for a trip to
starbucks. Walmart Greeters are Sandra Bullock, Cate Blanchett, Anne Hathaway,
Mindy Kaling, Griffin Dunne outside Starbucks. With all the time in the world for
your new novel, Latte Recipe you can send to HQ with the iPhone in her hand.
Starbucks YouTube Videos, 1.001 all with Sandra Bullock, Cate Blanchett, Anne
Hathaway, Mindy Kaling, Griffin Dunne. 

  
 
 
6-25-2018 Take on 'Women Drivers' Former Trump Aide Apologizes for ‘Cotton-
Picking’ Remark... no there is NO Times editorial today on how the Cotton-Gin was
invented Step by Step. Peanut Picking Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines have brain
cancer. 
 
 
 
6-25-2018 Take on 'Women Drivers MD Elite Art of the Diagnosis' Know the
difference in bacterial sepsis and hantavirus" The death of a worker at the
Belmont Park racetrack this month was the result of bacterial sepsis, not
hantavirus, a rat-borne illness that was initially suspected, according to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. After the man collapsed on June 1 on
the track grounds beside the ramshackle employee housing run by the New York
Racing Association, and died less than a week later, state health officials
suspected hantavirus. A commercial laboratory found the man, whose name has not
been released publicly, tested positive for hantavirus antibodies, according to the
New York State Health Department. But subsequent testing by the C.D.C.
concluded that sepsis, a bacterial infection of the blood, was the true cause of the
man’s death; the results were released on Friday. 

  
 
 
6-25-2018 Take on 'Women Drivers MD' Bacterial sepsis is a clinical term used to
describe symptomatic bacteremia, with or without organ dysfunction. ... The term
septicemia refers to the active multiplication of bacteria in the bloodstream that
results in an overwhelming infection; the term bloodstream infection. 
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6-25-2018 Take on 'Women Drivers MD' Up to 4 in every 10 people with the
condition will die. Septic shock is even more serious, with an estimated 6 in every
10 cases proving fatal. However, sepsis is treatable if it is identified and treated
quickly, and in most cases leads to full recovery with no lasting problems. 

  
 
 
Times Editors didn't follow up with a editorial on this Race Track article. Septic
shock is even more serious, with an estimated 6 in every 10 cases proving fatal.
Risk factors include young or old age, a weakened immune system from conditions
such as cancer or diabetes, major trauma, or burns from a fiery wreck the editors
drove by without stopping to stop these fiery wrecks. 

  
 
 
6-25-2018 Take on 'Women Drivers MD' Wrongful Deaths by Tim Cook... sepsis is
treatable if it is identified and treated quickly using your Star Wars iPhone X
blood test with 1 Click Amazon lab. 

  
 
 
6-25-2018 Take on 'Women Drivers MD' 
 
 
 
6-25-2018 Take on 'Women Drivers MD' 
 
 
 
6-25-2018 Take on 'Women Drivers MD' 
 
 
 
6-25-2018 Take on 'Women Drivers MD' 
 
 
6-24-2018 They Take on Car Culture in Saudi Arabia, Women have been driving
for a few hours now in Saudi Arabia. 
 
 
 
Saudi Women Drive their husband to invent the Gravity Engine Car's, Oh no, USA
women drive their husband's to invent the Gravity Engine Car's, grin. 
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6-24-2018 They Take on Car Culture in Los Angeles? “I Really Don’t Care. Do U?”
Gravity Engine Car's in 2018. “I Really Don’t Care. Do U?” Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer
MD will drive the Gravity Engine Car to pick up her Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. 2
White Men at 1984 HQ say... “I Really Don’t Care. Do U?” 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-24-2018 They Take on Gasoline engine Car Culture in Melania Trump’s ‘Don’t
Care’ Jacket. The first lady’s fashion choice, whatever the reason behind it, “was
the height of insensitivity,” a reader says. Diesel bullets ordered by White House
Generals are killing kids DNA division and Melania Trump can't do a thing but wear
a jacket... POW as she is like Greg + Wife's in Key West. Diesel Bullets fly all
over Duval with the Navy guys buying Diesel Truck instead of 2018 Ford
WindmillTrucks. 
 
 
a win/win scenario in my book... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's
and Gravity Engines in 2018! This is in the same business class as the Rx Pink
Latte at Starbucks. S&P 500 Index Oceans 8 Drinking water, Oceans turned into
drinking water, more water than Key West could ever use via 12 trillion jolts,
volts, amps from the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's. H + O packaged by NASA -254 C
safe as ice cubes. 

  
 
6-24-2018 Trump; 25 Trump Towers will be built in Key West, most for the Yale
Key West Medical School. 
 
 
 
6-24-2018 They Take on Car Culture in Saudi Arabia, Women have been driving
for a few hours now in Saudi Arabia. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Many Saudi women have not sleep in a week thinking about driving the New Range
Rover just to fall asleep at the wheel and die. This invention to keep her awake is
well known at 1984 HQ by 2 White Men “You are the pride of all of us,” they
yelled. NY Times! False News, grin. Trumps wife, I don't care I get enough sleep!
Dr. Lisa MD's editorial on the physiology of sleep was killed by 2 white men at the
NY Times. Tim Cook said let her sleep its against my beliefs to wake her. 
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6-24-2018 Women Drive Today in Saudi Arabia. They Take on Car Culture in
Saudi Arabia, Jew Hero Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's into Saudi
Arabia is not news for the New York Times + Key West Citizen Newspaper Today! 

  
 
 
6-24-2018 They Take on Car Culture in Saudi Arabia, RIYADH, Saudi Arabia —
While Saudi Arabia counted down the hours until midnight for the ban on women
driving to be lifted, Hessah Alajaji ran out of patience. She put on some lipstick,
jumped in the driver’s seat of her parents’ Lexus, and at 9:10 p.m. drove out for
dinner. “I’m a bit naughty,” she said, laughing over the melody of Saudi pop tunes
as she cruised the wide highway linking north and south Riyadh, the Saudi capital.
“I’m just so excited. Ms. Alajaji, 33, was one of an elite group of female drivers
who succeeded in getting their driver’s licenses in time to mark this historic day,
one that erases her homeland’s dubious distinction as the last nation in the world in
which women could not drive. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-24-2018 dubious distinction as the last nation in the world in which women could
not drive to Starbucks for the Rx Pink Latte 

  
 
 
6-24-2018 dubious distinction as the last nation in the world in which women could
not drive, Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's. 

  
 
 
6-24-2018 They Take on Car's censored invention Culture in Los Angeles Times
and NY Times, GPS on this Porsche would catch all hit and run drivers. Time of the
hit and run and the Porsche GPS would show up on the screen 

  
 
 
6-24-2018 Culture of the LA Times and the NY Times is also hit and run not
stopping to help put out fiery wrecks from gasoline engine cars. “I Really Don’t
Care. Do U?” 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-24-2018 LOS ANGELES — A busy roadway in a struggling part of town. A young
man on his bike. A reckless driver in a luxury car. The moments before Frederick
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Frazier, 22, was struck by a car while riding his bicycle in South Los Angeles
earlier this year, captured on a security camera, were at once tragic and familiar.
On the video, a white Porsche sport utility vehicle can be seen dipping into the
gutter lane before hitting Mr. Frazier, seemingly unaware of his presence. The car
never stopped. 
 
 
 
6-24-2018 They Take on Car Culture in Los Angeles? 

  
 
 
6-24-2018 Their Friend Died in a Hit-and-Run. Can They Take on Car Culture in
Los Angeles? Cyclists have long risked danger in Los Angeles, where a loose
network of bike lanes means they often ride next to speeding cars. Now they want
to change that. By JOSE A. DEL REAL 

  
 
 
6-24-2018 Showers in Saudi Arabia + Key West it's a quality of life issue like
iParking a towing your car, It’s Hot. How Do I Get the Spray Shower at the Park
to Work? 24/7 A/C in your 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's. Back to the shower
at the Park in NYC or the Beach in Key West. It’s Hot. How Do I Get the Spray
Shower at the Park to Work? Find a rock and use it to press the button... the
City Engineer did this on purpose for a poor quality of life, in Qatar you turn the
shower handle just like home! 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-24-2018 Qatar has more water than NYC via desaltion plants... 

  
 
 
6-24-2018 NYC seeks to reduce water use as desaltation plants are going the way
of the 2018 Ford WindmillCar'S + RV's. “I Really Don’t Care. Do U?” 
 
 
 
6-24-2018 Members of the public can request that a spray shower be turned on
by calling 311. But before you call, have a look around: just because a spray
shower isn’t spewing water doesn’t mean it’s not in working order. Over 400 spray
showers are connected to buttons that, when pressed, activate the fountains for a
short period of time, usually between 5 and 15 minutes. This $3 million project to
retrofit the majority of the spray showers in city parks with timer buttons was
paid for by the city’s Department of Environmental Protection, acting in concert
with the Parks Department. The initiative is part of the D.E.P.’s Water Demand
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Management Plan, which seeks to reduce water use in advance of much-needed
renovations to the Delaware Aqueduct. Slated to begin in October 2022, these
renovations will require the aqueduct to be fully shut down for six months. The
average spray shower uses 5,600 gallons of water per day. The timer system was
initially predicted to cut that number in half, which would save more than one
million gallons each day. In practice, the number might be higher, according to
Tara Deighan, a D.E.P. spokeswoman. 

  

 
 

 
 
6-24-2018 Oceans 8 Movie Today and desaltation plants in Saudi Arabia and NYC.
The International Desalination Association says that as of 2007 there were about
13,000 desalination plants operating around the world. They pumped out
approximately 14.7 billion gallons (55.6 billion liters) of drinkable freshwater a
day. A lot of these plants are in countries like Saudi Arabia, where energy from oil
is cheap but water is scarce. 
 
 

 
 

 
NYC with free electricity; 12 Trillion jolts, volts, amps so Proud of these NY
Times Headlines, ha. Drinking water in view out Trump Towers Windows... “I Really
Don’t Care. Do U?” 
 

 
 

 
 
6-24-2018 They Take on Car Culture in Los Angeles? “I Really Don’t Care. Do U?”
Gravity Engine Car's in 2018. “I Really Don’t Care. Do U?” Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer
MD will drive the Gravity Engine Car to pick up her Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. 2
White Men at 1984 HQ say... “I Really Don’t Care. Do U?” 
 
...all Father's in the USA wrote a Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class
titled "1,001 Invention Projects." All daughters read Dad's Novel and are waiting
for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch 1,001 IP. 
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...all Father's in the USA wrote a Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class
titled "1,001 Invention Projects." All daughters read Dad's Novel and are waiting
for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch 1,001 IP. They Take on Car Culture in Los
Angeles? 

  
 
 
 
6-24-2018 Jurassic Universe; Gravity of the Dino's now invent the Gravity Engine
to find some. DNA from a Dino and DNA of your kids dividing 1 billion times a day
growing. Diesel Bullets were bought and paid for by 2 White Men at the Pentagon.
Gravity of this and Women in Saudi Arabia driving a car!! 
 
 
6-24-2018 Oceans 8 Universe; 
 
 
a win/win scenario in my book... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's
and Gravity Engines in 2018! Jurassic Latte at Starbucks. This is in the same
business class as the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. S&P 500 Index. Amazon will
check its 'Business Inventors' and look over all the Business apps they didn't sell
on 1 click, that are in the same class as the Jurassic Latte at Starbucks today,
grin. 
 
 
In other Walt Disney movies, Jewish Hero's Drive into Saudi Arabia on June 24: A
Star Wars Story driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR with a Gravity Engine leaving
Earth behind. 
 
 
a win/win scenario in my book... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's
and Gravity Engines in 2018! 
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6-24-2018 Jurassic Universe; Many Saudi women have not sleep in a week thinking
about driving the New Range Rover just to fall asleep at the wheel and die. This
invention to keep her away is well known at 1984 HQ by 2 White Men. 

  
 
 
6-24-2018 They Take on Car Culture in Los Angeles? “I Really Don’t Care. Do U?”
Gravity Engine Car's in 2018. “I Really Don’t Care. Do U?” Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer
MD will drive the Gravity Engine Car to pick up her Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. 2
White Men at 1984 HQ say... “I Really Don’t Care. Do U?” 
 
...all Father's in the USA wrote a Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class
titled "1,001 Invention Projects." All daughters read Dad's Novel and are waiting
for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch 1,001 IP. 
 
 

 
 

 
...all Father's in the USA wrote a Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class
titled "1,001 Invention Projects." All daughters read Dad's Novel and are waiting
for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch 1,001 IP. They Take on Car Culture in Los
Angeles? Jurassic Universe; The Charleston County Sheriff’s Office said that a
two-car collision happened around 9 p.m. on Highway 17 near Charleston. Ms.
Arrington and her friend, Jacqueline Goff, 59, were traveling south when another
driver traveling in the wrong direction hit their vehicle, Capt. Roger Antonio, a
spokesman for the office, said in a statement. The driver of the other vehicle
died, he said. 

  
 
6-24-2018 Jurassic Universe; Princess's Katie in Saudi Arabia June 24. “Katie
sustained a fracture in her back and several broken ribs, as well as injuries that
required Katie to undergo major surgery including the removal of a portion of her
small intestine and a portion of her colon,” a Facebook post said. “Additionally, the
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main artery in her legs has a partial collapse and will require a stent.” Ms.
Arrington was “awake and alert,” Mr. Mule said by phone on Saturday. She was
expected to have two more operations over the next couple of days. 

  

 
 

 
 
6-24-2018 Jurassic Universe; The Last Picture Show - The Last Car Wreck -
Miracle God Send, women in Saudi Arabia would say God is Great as they will die
today June 24 and have major surgery today and tomorrow from head on collisions
that would all be prevented accidents today if not for 2 White Men at Ford HQ.
Tiger Moms almost changed the driving habits of the car inventors, yes the out
dated super air bags on the outside of all Trucks, Cars. Tiger Mom or we should
say Tiger Wife never got this past her husband. The Last of the Tiger Parents.
My daughters might someday bring home grades that my father would have
regarded as failures. If so, I embrace the decline. Yet Tiger Mom will scream she
fell asleep driving why didn't the iPhone X notice she was falling asleep and pull the
car over to a safe spot, can we sue Tim Cook? 
 
 
 
6-24-2018 Jurassic Universe; iParking, Key West City run iParking finds you a
parking spot 24/7, never get a ticket or get towed. 

  
 
6-24-2018 Jurassic Universe; iSmart-Home iHome-Security Key West City run
iSmart-Home iHome-Security 
 
 
6-24-2018 Jurassic Universe; iphone X iDash Cam, iCop in your car and home that
can talk to you like Amazon 

  
 
6-24-2018 Jurassic Universe; Technology can be easily harnessed for misuse for
several reasons, $777 trillion in oil revenues mostly used for MIT war toys and
Qatar Trump Casino. 

  

 
 

 
 
6-24-2018 Jurassic Universe; Smart home technology can be easily harnessed for
misuse for several reasons. Tools like connected in-home security cameras are
relatively inexpensive — some retail for $40 — and are straightforward to install.
Usually, one person in a relationship takes charge of putting in the technology,
knows how it works and has all the passwords. This gives that person the power to
turn the technology against the other person. Emergency responders said many
victims of smart home-enabled abuse were women. Connected home gadgets are
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largely installed by men, said Melissa Gregg, a research director at Intel working
on the implications of smart home technology. Many women also do not have all the
apps on their phones, said Jenny Kennedy, a postdoctoral research fellow at RMIT
University in Melbourne, Australia, who is researching families that install smart
home technology. 

  
 
6-24-2018 Jurassic Universe; Ms. Becker said. In some cases, she said, if an
abuser circulates video taken by a connected indoor security camera, it could
violate some states’ revenge porn laws, which aim to stop a former partner from
sharing intimate photographs and videos online. Technology can be easily harnessed
for misuse for several reasons, as censored from the NY Times news on Saudi
Women Driving today is Prince Salman's honor killing, did he behead women for
crimes like driving with a man? Riding with a man not her father. UN laws were
written to make this a crime even for Prince Salman, NY Times 2 White Men
didn't like this UN law so the refuse to enforce it, like driving by fiery wrecks
without helping to stop gas engine cars with fuel tanks. Saudi women in the Burn
Units from driving a Jeep with the gas tank sticking out beyond the rear bumper,
her Price father will try to sue BP Oil. 
 
 
6-24-2018 Jurassic Universe; 

  
 
6-24-2018 Jurassic Universe; 
 

 
 

 
 
6-23-2018 Jurassic World: Jurassic Latte at Starbucks this morning, dawn of the
Universe of creatures, warriors and angel's. Lets get down to business about the
Jurassic Latte at Starbucks. This is in the same business class as the Rx Pink
Latte at Starbucks. S&P 500 Index. 
 
 
6-23-2018 Jurassic World: Jurassic Latte at Starbucks this morning... 

  
 
6-23-2018 Trump; 25 Trump Towers will be built in Key West this morning... This
is in the same business class as the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. S&P 500 Index. 

  

 
 

 
 
6-23-2018 Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom, Exodus with Jewish Alien Hero's 
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6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, “There was no hidden message,” a spokeswoman
said of the first lady’s jacket reading, “I really don’t care. Do U?” She’s right,
our fashion critic writes. It wasn’t hidden. 

  
 
 
...all Father's in the USA wrote a Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class
titled "1,001 Invention Projects." All daughters read Dad's Novel and are waiting
for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch 1,001 IP. 
 
 

 
 

 
...all Father's in the USA wrote a Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class
titled "1,001 Invention Projects." All daughters read Dad's Novel and are waiting
for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch 1,001 IP. 
 
 
 
 
6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, “This is going to be one of the most exciting
days of my life,” she said On June 24. High-Speed 100 mph, Saudi women drive
their British Range Rover into Mecca's shade covered streets protected by Allah
from skin cancer's that will go to her brain... 
 
 
6-23-2018 "How Guardianship Laws Still Control Saudi Women" "The right to drive
is only one small step toward full legal equality." By MARGARET COKER Margaret
was not thinking about Cheney jumping in front of the line for a heart transplant at
80 years old as equality in men and Guardianship Laws, as look at Prince Salman so
"Obese" and out of shape, the MD's are counting on a windfall from all his ill
health choices driving to the dinner tables, ha. In women fat is a risk for breast
cancer. Cheney just had a bad heart for the Universe working for the Pentagon
instead of the Yale Key West Medical School. 
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6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, “There was no hidden message,” There is no
hidden message or Manhattan Project, IP Invention Project. Trump will not meet
with my Angel who died from Breast Cancer. Trump meeting with 'Angel Families'
whose loved ones were killed by illegal immigrants. 40K USA women were killed by
Prince Salman in 2018. This is not a hidden message on the back of a jacket or
Key West t-shirt. Breast Cancer is not at the ending of CBS Nightly News with a
Miracle Cure Idea. No Message on CBS. No idea for a breast cancer cure at the
ending, story. Trump will not hire Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD, hack 40K Rx Recipes
all trade secrets, crunch them at the IBM Summit Super computer Kim just
bought. iMac at $13,384 for every breast cancer women, not from Trumps wife, a
weeks Trip to NYC. 
 
 
6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, “There was no hidden message,” No the Navy
will not house 20,000 locals at the Navy Base Key West. “I really don’t care. Do
U?” North Korea Navy is equipping its war ships with fishing nets today. Building
ice and cleaning stations below decks. 
 
 
6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, “There was no hidden message,” Everyone
reading this web page knows what is hidden in 12 Trillion Galaxies, Gravity Engine +
400 Times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Call call to Jewish Aliens.
These and other's are not Hidden. Exodus Hero is hidden, Ha. 
 

 
 

 
 
6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Sense we will invent the Gravity Engine will help
us get Exodus by a Jewish Hero Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR + RV into
Saudi Women Head On On June 24. More than half, Saudi women will convert to
become Jewish. Better than walking across Saudi Arabia or pushing a gas engine
car to the gas station in Mecca. Saudi Women Can Drive, but Here’s the Real
Roadblock, paying cash for the car when its all part of $777 Trillion in illegal gas
station hold up loot... No Prince Salman can't keep any of it!! 

  
 
6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, “This is going to be one of the most exciting
days of my life,” she said On June 24. High-Speed 100 mph, “There was no
hidden message,” just censored by CBS Nightly News. Just now CBS Nightly news
showed a video clip of a DUI women, American not Saudi hitting the curb and
crashing into gas pumps at a gas station. 
 
 
6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Making History, Saudi Arabia Issues Driver’s
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Licenses to 10 Women, no Prince Salman didn't think to order iPhone X iDash
Cam's iCop in your Car, iTickets, iParking quality of life. 
 
 
6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, BERLIN — Seyran Ates recalls the searing pain
of a bullet tearing through her neck. She remembers wavering on the brink of
death and telling God that she had to rejoin the living. A 21-year-old law student
at the time, working at a women’s center in West Berlin, she was nowhere near
finished with the world. “ ‘I want to go back,’ I told God,” Ms. Ates, now a 55-
year-old lawyer and women’s rights activist who is also studying to become an
imam, not a MD. Seyran Ates recalls the searing pain of a bullet tearing through
her neck, not the MD's who saved her life and how they did it. Bullets tearing
through a neck are repaired by MD's world wide. Miracle is never at the ending of
CBS Nightly News. YouTube video of the surgery would be hard to find. 
 

 
 

 
 
6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, iMac's at $13,384 in every Starbucks.
Keyboards will probably not be from Apple. Apple has determined that a small
percentage of the keyboards in certain MacBook and MacBook Pro models may
exhibit one or more of the following behaviors: Letters or characters repeat
unexpectedly, Letters or characters do not appear. Key(s) feel "sticky" or do not
respond in a consistent manner. 
 
 
6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, ...teaching workers how to identify early
symptoms of hantavirus. The illness can start with flulike symptoms and can
progress over weeks to the point where “it feels like someone is sitting on your
chest...” New York State Department of Health’s deputy commissioner for public
health is tracking down a death in the workers race track housing that might be a
hantavirus. 20 to a room instead of 20 tents on the top of the hill. The 'Sex
virus' was censored out of this NY Times article. Mr. Hutton and a team of
epidemiologists and inspectors have spent the past several days at the track,
assessing conditions and teaching workers how to identify early symptoms of
hantavirus not the sex virus. 
 

 
 

 
 
6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, TECH TIP Locked Out of Your iPhone? Here’s
What to Do. Apple includes plenty of security features to protect your data, but if
you forget your passcode and can’t unlock the phone, you can still regain control.
This tech tip in the Times would take you forever to erase your data and start
over if you did back up yesterday not last year, ha. 1 Click Amazon for those
locked out of your iPhone because you lost your Password in your brain or like Greg
gave up on Apple Security questions. Jurassic Latte at Starbucks. This is in the
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same business class as the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. S&P 500 Index. Amazon
will check its Business Inventors and look over all the Business apps they didn't sell
on 1 click, that are in the same class as the Jurassic Latte at Starbucks today,
grin. 
 

 
 

 
 
6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, But discussing how aggressively an older person
wants to be treated remains a conversation — probably a series of them — best
held before a crisis. Intubation, for instance, is often something a physician can
foresee. Older patients who have cardio-respiratory conditions (emphysema, lung
cancer, heart failure), or who are prone to pneumonia, or who have entered the
later stages of Alzheimer's or Parkinson's disease — any of them may be nearing
this crossroads. When they do, Dr. Michael Wilson, a critical care physician at the
Mayo Clinic, opts for a particularly humane approach. As he recently described in
JAMA Internal Medicine, before he inserts the tube, he explains to the patient
and family that while he and the staff will do everything they can, people in this
circumstance may die. “You may later wake up and do fine,” he tells his patient.
“Or this may be the last time to communicate with your family,” because intubated
patients can’t talk. Since setting up intubation generally takes a few minutes, he
encourages people to spend them sharing words of comfort, reassurance and
affection. Without that pause, “I have stolen the last words from patients,” he
told me. His editorial has drawn attention from critical care physicians around the
world. Dr. Wilson has used this approach about 50 times in his I.C.U., so he has
learned what patients and families, given this opportunity, tell one another. “It’s
nearly always, ‘I love you,’” he said. “‘I hope you do well.’” 

  
 
 
 
...because intubated patients can’t talk... Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer at Los Alamos call
her ask about the intubation on IBM Super Computers and AI for other spin off
inventions - Star Wars Intubation! What will it look like? Vision. 
 
 
6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 
 
 
6-23-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 
 

 
 

 
 
6-22-2018 Summer Days; Jurassic or Hemingway MD, The test to get into New
York’s elite public schools has led to debate over school segregation. So how much
weight does the test have and what are the proposed changes? By TYLER BLINT-
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6-22-2018 Summer Days; Dinosaurs in another solar system a few light years
from Earth. Discovered in the Next Movie. Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom, Exodus
with Jewish Alien Hero's. 

  
 
 
6-22-2018 Summer Days; No Test was ever given to Qatar + Saudi Citizens at
Yale + Harvard. Quality of life out in the real word as Kerry would say is anyone
and everyone from Qatar + Saudi Arabia can go to Yale or Harvard, like
mandatory University order from Trump for all USA High School kids. 
 
 
 
Quality of life, Canada as the first Nation with No Smoking, No Way, grin. Kerry
at the State Dept could tell us the number or dead, saved from death if Canada
became the first no smoking Nation. 100's if not thousands of MD would work on
other patients. 
 
 
 
6-22-2018 Summer Days; Jew's get mandatory Army Service not University, a
war crime God will Judge! Godsent Gravity Engine might be invented in North Korea
tomorrow, grin. Exodus with Jewish Hero's ko·sher Dino's of food, Alien Dino's
are Kosher Jewish food if you are a Jewish Alien. 
 
 
 
6-22-2018 Summer Days; 40,000 Trump Towers were built in Qatar while
Wolkowsky, drove or flew to his Miami, Cuba Hospital Doctor visit. Quality of life
in Key West with 25 Trump Towers. Or will Trump order the Navy base to house
20,000 locals. 

  
 
 
6-22-2018 Summer Days; How women lost thier power of seduction with the
Bishop and Pope! I really Don't care about Women's Wife's seduction, Graity of it!
I don't Care replied the Bishop. Proposed changes are 4 wife's for the Bishop +
Greg in Key West along with the Quality of life of the elite Saudi's at Yale +
Harvard. Testing to get Saudi + Qatar Citizens into elite Yale and Harvard is oil
money not taking a test. Taking a test is like Henry VIII and Prince Harry to get
into Oxford. No Test was ever given. So lets have mandatory University for all
High School kids in the USA. The one's what to learn about spin off inventions
from GE super conductive windmill turbines will become electrical engineers, others
will go to the Yale Key West Medical School and it will be free tuition like all the
citizens in Saudi Arabia and Qatar get with their Quality of life. Can you see
David Wolkowsky, as Prince Salman, hell no. And it was a defining moment for
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Wolkowsky. For the next five decades, he would put his unconventional stamp on
the island where he was born. Never building the Yale Key West Medical School so
now he goes to Miami, Cuba for elite Dr. Lisa MD art of the diagnoses, last
picture passing out $5k checks his legs were a bloody mess with one bandaged, this
would be cured at Yale Key West Medical School. Wolkowsky, who will turn 93 this
month. Cheney at 93 will get his second heart transplant. Are You There God? It’s
Me, Wolkowsky. Ernest Hemingway’s original watering hole, Capt. Tony’s Saloon, a
landmark structure Wolkowsky and his sisters inherited from their father. The
Kress building, an old dime store now home to both Jimmy Buffett’s Margaritaville
Cafe and a rooftop penthouse Wolkowsky built for himself. The two dozen U.S.
Navy surplus buildings he moved by flatbed truck and transformed into shops near
the Mallory Square docks. 40,000 Trump Towers were built in Qatar while
Wolkowsky, drove or flew to his Miami, Cuba Hospital Doctor visit. Quality of life
in Key West with 25 Trump Towers. Or will Trump order the Navy base to house
20,000 locals. His sister, musician Ruth Greenfield, watched 100's of her girl
friends die a tortured death from breast cancer with out stopping to help Greg +
Wife's in Key West get the Rx Pink Latte. Melania Trump, the first lady, boarded
her plane on Thursday to Texas in a jacket with a message on the back: “I Really
Don't Care. Do U? Yes I gave Ruth one of my Birthday Cards, she read it and said
we don't need a Windmill Yacht. Or a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. She has a
jacket with this printed on it too. Melania Trump, the first lady, boarded her
plane on Thursday to Texas in a jacket with a message on the back: “I Really
Don't Care. Do U? 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
...all Father's in the USA wrote a Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class
titled "1,001 Invention Projects." All daughters read Dad's Novel and are waiting
for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch 1,001 IP. 
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...all Father's in the USA wrote a Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class
titled "1,001 Invention Projects." All daughters read Dad's Novel and are waiting
for the iMac at $13,384 to crunch 1,001 IP. 
 
 
6-19-2018 Alpha Centauri A and B, appear to be 2 of her house cats... 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-22-2018 News about Greg's cat 'Skinny' she is alive in Key West as of last
night at 9 pm. She found a hole in the chain link fence at the libray facing love
lane, she has a home under a house. Still would not let me catch her and take her
to the vet. Her bloody mess of a cheek dried out but hole in her cheek can be
seen in a new picture. She is weak, eating only half her tuna but licking up all the
water. She ran next to me and I was almost able to reach down and catch her but
she looked up and turned under a car. Hope to catch her today. 
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Fathers Day picture of my cat 'Skinny' I just moved her from Margaret after the
home owner went to get his gun to stop me from feeding her, feed her for 5 years
every night with her 5 kitty friends on Margaret Street until Lopez city code
stopped me. She didn't have good luck in her move as she almost lost a eye in a
swat tore off her eye lid then blood from a shoulder swat now a hard lump on her
cheek, abscess that burst turned into a blood mess on Fathers Day. Tried to catch
her last night to get her to the vet but she wouldn't go for it. Fun cat as she was
a Meow Cat would pace up and down the sidewalk Meowing. Clipped her nails and
pulled out 2 ingrown nails she just lay in my arms watching us. So hope she realizes
she needs help. 

  

 
 

 
 
Fathers Day picture of my cat 'Skinny' I just moved her from Margaret after the
home owner went to get his gun to stop me from feeding her, feed her for 5 years
every night with her 5 kitty friends on Margaret Street until Lopez city code
stopped me. She didn't have good luck in her move as she almost lost a eye in a
swat tore off her eye lid then blood from a shoulder swat now a hard lump on her
cheek at turned into a blood mess on Fathers Day. Tried to catch her last night to
get her to the vet but she wouldn't go for it. 
 
 
High-Speed Chase to get Skinny the cat and Greg a home as we are both homeless
in Key West. 
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Key West Quality of life today "To Have Have Not Genius" Key West Quality of
life today with Hemingway’s House writing Class with iMac's at $13,384. 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-22-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, “These viruses herpes are probably significant
players in driving the immune system in Alzheimer’s,” said Joel Dudley, the study’s
senior author and an associate professor of genetics and genomic sciences at the
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in New York. “I think they’re like gas on
the flames of some pathology that may be immune-driven.” Herpes viruses could
kick-start an immune response that might increase the accumulation of amyloid. 
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Qatar Quality of Life in the USA rich as Qatar;
so the Supreme Court Clears Way for Sales Taxes on Internet Merchants. By
ADAM LIPTAK Intimidated to make the USA quality of life richer than Qatar is
not from the Supreme Court today. Supreme Court "I really don't care". Charisma
extravagant human ambition that made Key West the richest city in the world.
History of this. Supreme human ambitions as Mexico is not Qatar but rich in money
not quality of life, so Trump was right, grin. Ethical questions that have hovered
around Jurassic Park since the beginning — what are the limits of human tampering
with nature of Greed and gluttony. As these go back in time for centuries. Insider
information on Qatar Men vs Mexican + Texas Oil Men, Sara Palin in Alaska Oil
comes out Crude. Church pawns in a diabolical scheme to breed super-weapons a
fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs costing $13 trillion dollars. Gone Fishing,
Qatar's Navy has not gone fishing yet. North Korea as the richest city in the
world, has Trump any idea what this will do to his Summit in History, No! Trump
has to ambitions to make the USA the richest city in the world, we all realize this.
Riches are inspiring, Tolstoy the Plantation Owner, making his serfs the richest,
building them 25 Trump Towers in Key West along with the Yale Key West medical
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school for heart transplants only Cheney at the DOD pays for today. Art of the
Diagnosis that is Elite goes with $777 Trillion in gas station hold up loot from
Miami, Cuba. Poor Cuba when the richest Pentagon military base in the world is in
Qatar. To Have Have Not! Women can drive a car on June 24 in Saudi Arabia. Dr.
Lisa MD can drive 100 mph at Yale to get to Los Alamos, hack 4 trillion Rx recipes
all trade secrets and sell Starbucks the Rx Pink Latte cure for Breast Cancer. Yes
Starbucks will charge her sales tax on the Rx Pink Latte's sold at Starbucks.
Maybe Supreme should be crossed out of the name at the Supreme Court for Elite
Yale MD diagnosis. Like Oppenheimer who got fired for refusing to build a fleet of
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. Ethical questions that have hovered around Jurassic
Park since the beginning — what are the limits of human tampering with nature of
Greed and gluttony. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, “This is a typical on the road driving situation;
Summer Day! 

  
 
 
On Sunday, 6-24-2018 Saudi women will start driving, Gas Engine Mercedes and
Rolls Royce along with French sports cars. These are heady days in the Saudi
Arabia of Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman not USA women driving to Starbucks
for the Rx Pink Latte wrecked by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

  
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Good sequels, spin off inventions for Jurassic will
be Alien adventures. Dinosaurs in another solar system a few light years from
Earth. Discovered in the Next Movie. Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom, Exodus with
Jewish Hero's ko·sher Dino's of food, or premises in which food is sold, cooked,
or eaten satisfying the requirements of Jewish law. Low of physics, why does
Earth leans 23.5 degrees on a tilted axis... for Summer Time's, Grin! 

  
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Thursday’s Summer Solstice and the Search for
Life in the Galaxy!! Not by Homeland Security they are working on other things
documented by the policy of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Mercury at 0.03 degrees
hardly slouches, while Uranus leans on its side at 82.23 degrees. Earth does not
spin upright but leans 23.5 degrees on a tilted axis. Summit Super computers in
North Korea will discover why, grin. Spin off inventions from the end to the Korean
War. Yes there will be other Spin Off Discoveries in Key West too soon as Greg +
Wife's are no long POW's... Oh the War just ended right? What are we doing
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being held POW's in Key West? 
  

 

 
 

 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Spin off inventions from the end to the Korean
War! 

  
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Climate Change 'War' Brought a Lobster Boom.
Now It Could Cause a Bust. Warming waters in the Gulf of Maine have benefited
lobsters and the lobster men who trap them. But as temperatures rise further, will
the industry reach a tipping point? By LIVIA ALBECK-RIPKA 

  
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Spin off inventions from the end to the Korean
War, North Korean Navy will harvest the most Lobster ever! 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, If the planet had no slouch, it wouldn’t have
seasons. If Earth didn't have 100 year wars the season today would be 'Star
Wars' well today it would be Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom, Exodus. Liquid water
could never form if the Earth had no axis of 23.5 degrees. Exodus on Earth by
Jew Heroes can never form until the spin off inventions from the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's are driven in a Jurassic movie or Disney Car's 4 movie. Dr.
Armstrong’s research has made him quite thankful that life — even intelligent life
— somehow managed to gain a strong foothold on our pale blue dot Earth. Dr. Lisa
MD would give this blue dot a failing grade for its Generals, Henry VIII who is
reborn every generation in India or London. iPhone X iDash Cam iCop in your car,
iParking, iSecurity. iCardiacArrest 30 min before the heart attack are all the spin
off's North Korean missed by going to War with Trump. Trump Will Meet Queen
Elizabeth II Next Month, His Ambassador Says, like Hell. Hell of 12 Trillion
Galaxies on a axis in a Universe we are home alone in because of Queen Elizabeth
and Henry VIII, oh Prince Harry and his wounded warriors! Wrongful death law
suits at High-Speed Driving Liz drunk on Coors falling asleep at the wheel. iPhone
X beeps, gives you a shot Rx antidote was invented in Key West. You can order it
at the 'Rx Starbucks' on Duval. Gosport War Memorial Hospital gave heroin and
other powerful pain killers to patients who did not need them... LONDON — As
many as 650 patients at a small British hospital died from overdoses of powerful
pain killers that they did not need, an investigative panel reported on Wednesday.
Moscow 650 die from Vodka a week. The investigation described what happened in
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the wards of the hospital, near Portsmouth on England’s southern coast, as one of
the worst patterns of medical misconduct ever documented. But it had little to say
about why — leaving it unclear whether doctors were incompetent, callous or
malevolent. Dr. Putin MD is playing Doctor without going to Medical School. Callous
as a Texas Oil Man is the verdict. Cheers on CBS. 
 
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Trumps Boarder Security as Aliens are looking
for a planet to raise Dinosaurs in another solar system than their own as they are
thieves, murderers, rapists, Warrior's always fighting with someone! 

  
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Fallen Kingdom, in an effort to serve both the
audience’s appetite. Fallen Kingdom is like noticing how fat Prince Salman and his
fellow Princes are. Today the USA is the World's largest Oil Producer so does this
mean the USA gets even fatter? Grin. Like Lost World, Fallen Kingdom makes tons
of promises with little payoff. Oil Riches being the Pay Off for 5 billion people and
now they also have 12 Trillion Galaxies to drive to. Fallen Kingdom (oil) revives
Jurassic Park without consequence as Oil is the New Plague that has a cure that is
being suppressed by the Pope + Pentagon, wow. What a ending. Universal Pictures,
the studio behind the Jurassic franchise, has made its last Dino Movie on Earth,
Alien Dino's are in the next several Movies to highlight Aliens, Dino's and God.
Good sequels for Jurassic will be Alien adventures. Dinosaurs in another solar
system a few light years from Earth. Discovered in the Next Movie. Jurassic
World: Fallen Kingdom, Exodus with Jewish Hero's. 
 
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Stonehenge to mark the longest day of the Year
waiting for a Jew Hero to drive the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's to Windsor
Palace. 
 
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, In other words, change Islam in its Saudi
nucleus and you change the world. It was not, of course, Saudi moderation that
put 15 Saudis on the 9/11 planes. It was the well-funded metastasis of extreme
Saudi religious intolerance — its Wahhabi orthodoxy — into forms of murderous
Islamist hatred of the apostate West. It was the House of Saud’s unseemly deal
with fundamentalist clerical firebrands: Spare us here at home, and we’ll grant you
license abroad. Before visiting Saudi Arabia, I spent several days in Qatar, the
gas-rich Saudi neighbor blockaded by Riyadh for a year and accused of every
perfidy: support of Iran, sponsoring terrorism, subversion of gulf states and
funding a TV network, Al Jazeera, that gives voice to opinions Saudi Arabia does
not like. On this subject, Prince Mohammed, initially roared on by Trump, has
shown zero flexibility, leaving a major inter-Arab political crisis to fester. Qatar,
whose 300,000 citizens enjoy one of the highest per-capita incomes in the world,
will host the World Cup in 2022. It’s been comfortable with women drivers for
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many years. It’s home to the vast Al Udeid United States military base: The
presence of more than 10,000 Americans precludes any military temptation the
Saudis may have. You can follow me on Twitter (@NYTimesCohen). 9/11 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's driving around and around the NY Times building... nothing happened
on this 9/11 Day. No Saudi Terrorists ever caught a plane in Boston with tickets
bought by oil Men. 
 
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, These are heady days in the Saudi Arabia of
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman not USA women driving to Starbucks for the
Rx Pink Latte wrecked by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

  
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Lashay spent four days in the hospital and got a
thorough and thoughtful evaluation. She was seen by a slew of doctors: the
infectious-disease specialist who admitted her, a second neurologist, a
gastroenterologist and a psychologist. In addition, because Lashay had started to
feel dizzy when she stood up, she was seen by a physical therapist as well. The
infectious-disease specialist again sent blood and stool to look for additional
infections. Again, the results were all normal. A spinal tap was performed and fluid
taken; it was normal. The gastroenterologist performed an endoscopy: There were
a few white blood cells found at the base of the esophagus — not uncommon in the
setting of chronic reflux — but otherwise normal. Lashay agreed to try to learn
how to use relaxation behaviors to stop the regurgitation. At first it seemed to
help a little. She and her family were told that it could take weeks, possibly
months for her to recover. And even after recovery, the symptoms can recur, even
years later. Lashay was referred to a doctor who specializes in a disorder known
as Postural Orthostatic Tachycardia syndrome or POTS. This is a disorder of the
autonomic nervous system — the system in charge of maintaining body functions
over which we have little conscious control, like heart rate, blood pressure and
digestion. Lashay saw another doctor in that practice who diagnosed her with
something called Mast Cell Activation Syndrome (M.C.A.S.). This is a condition in
which mast cells, which control allergic reactions, fire off inappropriately, causing
hives and flushing and a drop in blood pressure and sometimes nausea, vomiting and
POTS. She was started on strong antihistamines and medications often used to
treat asthma — another disease of inappropriate mast cell activation. None of
those medications worked, either. Lashay is now 17. She’s been going through this
for nearly three years. At this point she takes no medicines except a painkiller
when her headaches get too severe. She eats small meals and has learned to
swallow the food that she regurgitates — a trick that has helped her stop losing
weight. She still needs intravenous fluids three or four times a week. She’s trying
to get out of bed and exercise at least every couple of days. But she has pains in
her neck and back that make any movement difficult. She’s not sure what she has
or what to do next. What do you think is going on here? Do you recognize this
condition? Could this be cyclic vomiting or ruminations syndrome? Could it be some
type of atypical POTS? Or is it something else altogether? What should Lashay
and her doctors look at next? Enter your comments below, and briefly describe
your thinking; how a diagnosis is made is often as revealing as the diagnosis itself.
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All answers will be reviewed, and the most promising diagnoses will be shared with
the patient and her primary-care physician. 

  
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Greg and wife's in Key West would use the New
IBM Summit super computer to search everyone in Costa Rica - all MD medical
records in Costa Rica - all people in Costa Rica will be interviewed... Search!! ...a
Lashay and her parents, along with her sister, spent the first day hiking in the
beachside forest of Manuel Antonio National Park. They were an active family and
spent all their vacations engaged in sports and other activities. Suddenly, a large
raccoon ran up the path and threw itself on Lashay’s foot. She screamed, and the
raccoon bolted up and took off. The girl’s foot wasn’t bleeding, but her skin was
broken by what looked like a scratch or a scrape. There was no puncture wound.
They cleaned the area with alcohol and turned their attention to the frightened
girl. But she was soon enjoying the rest of their vacation — swimming in the
beautiful blue waters of the rivers and the Pacific, white-water rafting, ziplining
down forested hills and, of course, more hiking. 

  
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Editor’s note: Diagnosis is a groundbreaking
documentary series from The New York Times and Netflix which harnesses the
power of you, our readers, to help find diagnoses for people suffering from
mysterious medical conditions. In the story below, Dr. Lisa Sanders, the creator
of the long-running column in the New York Times Magazine, shares details of
unsolved patient cases for you to diagnose. Whether you’re a doctor, a patient or
an amateur medical sleuth, your ideas could potentially help save a life. Readers
with the most promising suggestions may be included in an eight-part Netflix series
that will air in 2019. 

  
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 
 
 
 
6-21-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 
 
 
YouTube Videos you have to click on Uploads too view all 10 years of Greg's videos
the > only shows you several not all... 

  
 
 
 
Link to Greg's Key West Videos on YouTube 

  
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCim576gog0Y4B2vy9YmjX4Q
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Click Here... Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines in 2018
 
 
 
 
 
Jew Hero driving could really convert half of Pakistan to Judaism! Driving the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR + RV with 24/7 A/C into 'Oil Burning' scooters, Ha! Selling point
is yes you can sleep in your car with the A/C running 24/7. God is Great! 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the
next 4 Trillion Years... read this and then invent The Alien Wedding to Observe
Technology. Jewish Aliens at Proxima Centauri... Click HERE! 

  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Biography. 1,001 IP invention projects will give us "Star Wars Rx Pink Latte" from
Dr. Lisa MD. When you walk into your London Starbucks. 1,001 Nobel's in
Medicine a Year in 2018 starts with reading Greg WindCar's Amazon Book!! 

  
 
 
 
 
6-20-2018 In Qatar 100 mph building of 40K Trump Towers since I flew into Key
West on 3-4-2011 so the City of Key West looks at Our Times!! “An editorial
column in the New York Times last week suggested that worker housing shortages
could be addressed with an easing of controls regulating ‘Boarding Houses.’ Forty
years ago, most of the 19th Century family homes in Key West were affordable
rooms or apartment rentals. Making it easier today for owners with spare spaces
to rent. Qatar built 40K Trump Towers for rent since 3-4-2011 Key West would
have done the same if the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's were part of the

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
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p
City of Key West Fleet of vehicles. 'Boarding Houses' in Key West in 2019 or
Trump Towers... 2 White Men at 1984 HQ not Key West City Hall will make the
call. 
 
 
 
 
6-20-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, illegal Oil Sales from Qatar paid for 40K Trump
Towers selling gasoline in Miami, Cuba... a war crime when you look at Key West
without 100 Trump Towers Today because 2 White Men at 1984 HQ called in for
oil and gasoline in times of WindmillCAR's + RV's. 
 
 
 
6-20-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Qatar illegal oil sales are a 'Plague' in China +
Vietnam. Will Nguyen of Houston was grabbed and beaten by the police this month
at an anti-China protest in Ho Chi Minh City, a city without 40K Trump Towers and
WindmillCAR's + RV's. Anit-China protest should be Anti-Qatar selling illegal
gasoline protest. 2 White men in Texas are responsible for this world wide plague
of oil. Bush $$$ 

  
 
 
2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's details of the failure of its system in this tragic
series of events, will promptly take corrective steps to prevent a similar failure of
the system in the future,” Judge Gergel concluded. Gravity Engine Invention law at
the FBI, let Greg and Wife's in Key West work inventing the gravity engine, it's a
federal law. 

  
 
 
Over the last year, G.E.’s shares have fallen 55 percent, compared with a 15
percent gain for the Dow. G.E., which closed Tuesday at $12.95, has the lowest
share price of any of the index’s 30 components. S. & P. Dow Jones Indices —
which owns the Dow — suggested that the slide in G.E.’s stock price contributed to
the decision to remove the company from the index, where it had been a member
continuously since 1907. The Dow is a price-weighted index, which means higher
priced stocks have a greater influence on its direction. 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-20-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, That’s ‘Mr. President’ to You: Macron Scolds
French Student... At his war crime trial in Paris for shooting 100's of children
with 'Diesel Bullets' he will not scold French Students in his confession. Macron is
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invisible in our 1984 Society and so are Diesel Bullets hitting kids DNA. Macron will
say smoking and drinking fine French Wine's caused half of the birth defects and
cancers not diesel. 
 
 
 
6-20-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, iMac's at $13,384 government purchase, Hell
No! Dylann S. Roof to unlawfully buy the gun that he used to kill nine African-
American people in a Charleston church in 2015. Still, the judge, Richard M.
Gergel of the United States District Court for the District of South Carolina,
ultimately granted the government’s motion to dismiss about 15 lawsuits filed
against it, which had alleged negligent management of criminal databases and
performance of background checks. Indeed, while the judge noted in an opinion
dated on Monday that the lawsuits had uncovered “glaring weaknesses” in the
background check system, he ruled that any failures on the part of federal
employees were a “function of distinct policy choices,” and as such the government
could claim immunity under a provision that seeks to stop courts from second-
guessing what he called “even really bad policy choices.” 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-20-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, iMac's at every Starbucks Cafe table in
Charleston, failures on the part of federal employees were a “function of distinct
policy choices,” North Korea will have a iMac at $13,384 on every Starbucks Cafe
table before Charleston city and federal employees make this policy choice. The
F.B.I.’s national press office in Washington did not immediately respond gun sales
or iMac sales by the Feds policy of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. That policy decision
by F.B.I. officials, he said, was “the most obvious” of several “poor” choices.
40,000 Trump Towers in the USA before letting Bush build them in Qatar with
USA gas money. “Perhaps the F.B.I., learning fully the details of the failure of its
system in this tragic series of events, will promptly take corrective steps to
prevent a similar failure of the system in the future,” Judge Gergel concluded.
Gravity Engine Invention law at the FBI, let Greg and Wife's in Key West work
inventing the gravity engine, it's a federal law. 

  
 
 
6-20-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, FBI a similar failure of the system in common
sense at the FBI. The question of whether young children should use their heads
on the soccer field has been a contentious one in recent years. In 2015, U.S.
Youth Soccer, the organization that oversees most of the country’s leagues for
children and teenagers, announced a ban on heading in games and practices by
participants younger than 11, citing concerns that the play might contribute to
concussions. In response, some soccer authorities pointed out that young players
would be late to learn an essential soccer skill. Essential iMac invention project
skills are lost, the question is for how long. WHO at the FBI and WHO at the UN.
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6-20-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 
 
 
 
6-20-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Sea Star Wasting Disease, did wikipedia.org
write this for all the Stars in 12 Trillion Galaxies, I think so it goes with the 200
year old trees the NY Times wants us to ponder. in 2014 showed that the cause of
the disease is transmissible from one starfish to another and that the disease-
causing agent is a microorganism in the virus-size range. The most likely candidate
causal agent was found to be the sea star-associated densovirus (SSaDV), which
was found to be in greater abundance in diseased starfish than in healthy ones. In
2014 our Habitat for Humanity had more deadly USS Jimmy Carter Nuke subs
than 2014 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's. This is a deadly virus. 
 
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, In 2014, Point Defiance Zoo and Aquarium lost
more than half of its 369 sea stars, and by September 2015 they numbered fewer
than 100. The aquarium treated its affected sea stars with antibiotics in 2014,
which proved effective. Although a mechanism is still unknown, evidence suggests
that a single mutation in the elongation factor 1-alpha locus in Pisaster ochraceus
may be associated with reduced mortality. 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, In 2018, Humanity treated its Korean War with
antibiotics which proved effective. Although a mechanism of social diagnosis by Dr.
Lisa MD was pondered like 200 year old trees in the Times as the Korean War was
almost another 100 year war thanks to the British Wounded Warriors. One Factor
was the New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies. 
 
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, In 2014, Star-associated densovirus - virus.
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SSaDV has been suggested to be an etiological agent of sea star wasting disease,
but conclusive evidence has not yet been obtained. The NY Times is doing a "What
is the correct diagnosis" section with lab, blood, CT, MRI, scanning electron
microscope for Dr. Lisa MD. Lets do it here too. Tip for the NY Times. 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, In Mad Cow Disease and Human Wasting
Disease, Star-associated densovirus - virus. Miss folded proteins in Mad Cod
Disease. Ambidensoviruses, Insects serve as the natural host. Anyone want to
write a Nobel Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class on these 2 virus? 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, By definition, “inappropriate” describes behavior
that is unsuitable in a specific circumstance or context, like wearing cargo pants to
a formal event or laughing hysterically at 12 Trillion Galaxies and telling God what
he can do with them, as you have it made with War's on Earth. 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 12 Trillion Galaxies the complicated justice they
call for just pondering them with 200 year old trees. Of course Galaxies are Trees
they grow they have ages like trees. Seeds, DNA or do you think each of 12
trillion galaxies started without a seed from another galaxies? 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, "A Renewed View of Some of the World’s Oldest
Trees" By THOMAS FULLER and MAX WHITTAKER It's nice of the NY Times to
ponder 'old trees' but in our times of Star Wars and War's on Earth paid for by
Saudi Prince Salman the NY Times Renewed View of the 'Oldest Star's' in the
Universe along with 12 trillion galaxies. 2 billion dead when the USS Jimmy Carter
fires 100 Nukes is growing faster than the old trees! PARIS — A hat attributed to
Napoleon Bonaparte and said to have been dropped on the battlefield at Waterloo
203 years ago was bought on Monday for over $400,000. In 200 years the
Pentagon needs to be 200 light years from Earth in a Star Ship, they the West
Point Generals are not thinking about this. 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Athens Driving the 1980 - 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's and spin off inventions that lead to the Gravity Engine being
invented in Athens. Lost to the history of Athens. "Athens, Rising The city has
endured crisis and chaos, and yet is now emerging from the wreckage as one of
Europe’s most vibrant and significant cultural capitals." By CHARLY WILDER 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Trump Announces Plans for Pentagon to Create
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'Space Force' warfighting in space like the Air Force but NASA fighter Jets in
Orbit and beyond the Moon and nearby Stars. Pentagon Suspends Major War Game
With South Korea. As of Monday, the Pentagon still did not have an answer to Mr.
Trump’s other big complaint: the cost of the war games. Officials said that was
still under review. Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks is NOT under review at the
Pentagon! Matter of Facts by West Point Generals who couldn't get into Yale Key
West Medical School many because they didn't want to be a MD. Saudi Oil will last
for centuries not West Point as there will be a Star Wars episode with West Point
Medical School. 
 
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph,Trump Announces Plans for Pentagon to Create
'Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks.' 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Trump Announces Plans for Pentagon to Create
'Space Force' warfighting in space like the Air Force but NASA fighter Jets in
Orbit and beyond the Moon and nearby Stars. 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Athens Driving the 1980 - 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's and spin off inventions that lead to the Gravity Engine being
invented in Athens. Lost to the history of Athens. "Athens, Rising The city has
endured crisis and chaos, and yet is now emerging from the wreckage as one of
Europe’s most vibrant and significant cultural capitals." By CHARLY WILDER 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Coors, As Trade Fight Escalates, Beer Makers
Fret Over the Cost of Aluminum" not Breast Cancer and birth defects. West Point
Medical School and Generals who are MD's would have declared war on Coors and
won from the dead wife's and kids of the Generals. Today Biden who is not a
General but is influenced by them killed his son for the Glory of War not West
Point Medical School Generals combat. By Matt Phillips NY Times. "It Was
Supposed to Be an Unbiased Study of Drinking. They Wanted to Call It ‘Cheers.’
Buried in a new N.I.H. report are disturbing examples of coordination between
scientists and the alcohol industry on a study that could have changed America’s
drinking habits, and birth defects from alcohol censored out of this article by 2
white men at 1984 HQ." By RONI CARYN RABIN 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Yale Medical School Professors would fail these
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Yale CEO's for killer diagnosis. "Yale C.E.O.s Think the Kim Meeting Was a Bad
Deal for Trump" A survey at the Yale C.E.O. Summit showed what many corporate
chieftains took away from the Trump-Kim talks, the AT&T ruling, and more. Yale
Medical School Professors set out to diagnose and cure this Yale Men who are
responsible for Breast Cancer not Cured today. 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Yale Men - African Men... “African men who
treat their women like donkeys, letting them walk three-quarters of a mile with 40
pounds of water on their heads while they sit under the trees playing dominoes and
getting drunk.” Dr. Ruiz-Tiben - becoming the chief strategist in the war against
the Guinea worm run by the Carter Center, the global health philanthropy
established in Atlanta by former President Jimmy Carter. At the same time, he
has plenty of patience for the worm’s victims. He holds trembling children who fear
they are in trouble as he asks, through a translator, how they were infected with
a worm. He pats dogs that have been held down so worms can be drawn from their
paws. Dr. Ruiz-Tiben grew up in Ponce, Puerto Rico, sailing small boats. He
describes himself as something of a juvenile delinquent. Hitting neighbors’ electrical
transformers with a slingshot “is what got me sent to military school.” In 1965, he
got into parasitology “by serendipity” — also, he wanted to avoid going to Vietnam.
He enlisted in the United States Public Health Service and was attached to a
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention laboratory in San Juan. He met his wife
there; in Puerto Rico, nature abhors a bachelor. “The married ladies at the lab
made me their project,” he said. “They invited me to go bowling, and that’s how we
met.” They are about to celebrate their 50th anniversary. He started off fighting
schistosomiasis, a worm disease also known as bilharzia that is transmitted by
water snails. He later switched to dengue, the mosquito-borne virus that causes
“breakbone fever.” Dr. Ruiz-Tiben has never had malaria. (His breakfast ritual is:
“Everyone take their malaria pill?”) But he has been hospitalized with amebiasis. He
has never been taken hostage or held at gunpoint. The center’s local teams keep
their ears to the ground, and the anti-worm program is popular. But there have
been some close calls on rutted highways with trucks and drunken drivers. His most
dramatic moment, he said, was in a city in Ghana to which President Carter and his
wife and center board members had come for a ceremony with Ghana’s health
minister. Suddenly, about 400 locals with worms erupting from their bodies arrived
seeking help. 

  
 
 
400 women with breast cancer visit Jimmy Carter, Greg will arrange this trip when
freed as POW in Key West. 

  
 
 
400 locals with worms erupting from their bodies arrived seeking help... 

  
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 
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6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 
 
 
 
6-19-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Trump Announces Plans for Pentagon to Create
'Space Force' warfighting in space like the Air Force but NASA fighter Jets in
Orbit and beyond the Moon and nearby Stars. President Donald Trump announced
Monday he is directing the Pentagon to create a new "Space Force" as an
independent military service branch aimed at ensuring American supremacy in space
— though he may have limited power to develop a new military command. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Trump Announces Plans for Pentagon to Create
'Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks.' 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed 100 mph,Pink Hat $400,000. 
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, PARIS — A hat attributed to Napoleon
Bonaparte and said to have been dropped on the battlefield at Waterloo 203 years
ago was bought on Monday for over $400,000. It was another sign, if one were
needed, that the French emperor continues to fascinate collectors and curators
across the globe. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, Revenge of Women who's Mom's, sister's, were
tortured by McCain. He pointed out that the auction house had scheduled the sale
on the 203 rd anniversary of the battle of Waterloo and joked that a high selling
price was a form of revenge for France. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed 100 mph, 'InventFord' Created along with InventBook and
the Novel '1,001 Invention Projects' Army a million Strong. Key West Strong.
Changed to Inventions! A millon Hemingway House Writing Class Novels with the
same title, '1,001 Invention Projects' will go viral on CBS Nightly News at the
ending story. 
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6-18-2018 "Tariffs on $50 Billion in Goods? China Can Take the Hit" Mao driving
100 mph making China the richest 'City' not Qatar. Not today Xi hit and run,
driving on the sidewalk running down Chinese like Paris. $50 Trillion Hit on Blind
Chinese, who would be seeing the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's. How Apple’s Tim Cook
Became Tech’s Top Diplomat in China making the Apple Products not selling them as
Starbucks China Cafe has no iMac's at $13,384. None, Tim Cook didn't sell a
single iMac to Starbucks in China!! The Starbucks Buckwheat Pancake Robot will be
made in China. Will it be a Apple Product? 
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; New York Today: Corruption and a ban on
Styrofoam spin off inventions from Father's Day 2018 all Father's in the USA
wrote a Novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class titled "1,001 Invention
Projects." All Fathers from New Hampshire to Key West have a invention work
shop in the garage, now it moved to the Hemingway House Writing Class with
iPhone's and iMac's, soon InventBook will bankrupt Facebook's 2 White Men at
1984 HQ, grin. 1,001 Invention Projects will go viral on CBS Nightly News at the
ending story. 

 
 

Gunmen who opened fire early Sunday morning Fathers Day at the Art All Night
festival in Trenton, the authorities said. City of Key West Authorities said No to
keeping open the Hemingway House all night. Lasik eye surgery in Garden City,
N.Y. The 15-minute procedure was performed 700,000 times last year and not one
Novel was written about Lasik Star Wars, grin. This Summit IBM Super Computer
would get its vision math a little more like Star Wars Lasik. A good Lasik Novel
too, by the surgeon not the patient. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase 5 Billion people were packed into the vehicle, Earth
which was speeding 100 miles per minute into the Universe... 

  
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase, 5 Dead in Texas After S.U.V. Packed With
Immigrants Crashes in High-Speed Chase Fourteen people were packed into the
vehicle, which was speeding 100 miles per hour when it rolled over, the authorities
said. By SARAH MERVOSH 
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6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Qatar as the richest 'City' in the World with the
Richest Quality of Life via the King, Prince, not your typical Canada Oil Man, well
2 White Oil Men in Canada who didn't desire the title of the Richest City 'Canada'
in the World for their Citizens. 
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Qatar Taxi Drivers are the 'Richest' in the World.
Not in New York City, Are Struggling. So Are Uber Drivers. The cause and the
motive is the high speed chase at 1984 HQ. Moscow Taxi Driver The 28-year-old
Kyrgyzstan national injured eight people, some Mexican football fans, after
mounting a crowded sidewalk. Shocking footage showed the driver colliding with
pedestrians and then fleeing the scene as bypassers give chase and attempt to stop
the driver. Moscow road rage... One witness is not convinced it was an accident,
though. Viktoria Geranovich said, "I have the feeling that he did it deliberately
because he was in the traffic jam with the cars going really slowly." The incident
occurred near the Red Square in the heart of Moscow. Moscow doesn't have a
heart or Heart Transplants, Czar Putin drives a gas engine car in Times of Gravty
Engine's! Road Rage driving a Graity Engine car is unheard of. A taxi hit the
vehicle Prince Norodom Ranariddh, 74, and Ouk Phalla, 39, were travelling in,
officials say. The couple were taken to a local hospital in the Preah Sihanouk
province, but Ms Phalla died a few hours later. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Thai King Now Owns Monarchy Assets. He’ll Have
to Pay Taxes on Them. It was not clear which assets were involved in a transfer
by the agency that managed them, but assets under its remit have included real
estate, and bank and commercial shares. By RICHARD C. PADDOCK 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Thai, Hell No! Qatar as the richest 'City' in the
World with the Richest Quality of Life via the King, Prince, not your typical
Canada Oil Man, well 2 White Oil Men in Canada who didn't desire the title of the
Richest City 'Canada' in the World for their Citizens. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase, Mary Trump, Mary Kennedy, Mary at the gas
station, Eurydice was texting a friend right before she was attacked,” Ms. Shafiq
said. “There’s not as much attention being placed on the perpetrators, being placed
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on people to not rape and not attack people.” 
  

 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Robert Kennedy VIII will kill his wife too or drive
off a bridge drunk! "Our message to Victorian women is this,” he wrote. “Stay
home. Or don’t. Go out with friends at night. Or don’t. Go about your day exactly
as you intend, on your terms. Because women don’t need to change their behavior.
Men do.” The last Czar of Russia, Putin's ex-wife is alive, wow. Trumps too.
Victoria’s Royal Commission into family violence, that if we are to prevent these
crimes, we must address the attitudes and behaviors that drive violence against
women in the first place,” she said. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; She added, “Every time this happens, there’s the
statement about how women should be more careful, and we’re just tired of it.”
Dixon, 22. Her body was discovered Wednesday morning on a soccer field there,
just hours after she left a bar where she had performed to walk home alone.
Within 24 hours of her death, Jaymes Todd, 19, turned himself in to the police
and was quickly charged with her rape and murder. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Prince Harry, Henry VIII. "There’s not as much
attention being placed on people to not rape and not attack people." Homeland
Security World Wide is for Allah God is Great not Mary Trump, Mary Kennedy,
Mary at the gas station hold up. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High Hot Temps Chase; Homeland Security World Wide top brass know
someone's son or daughter was left in a hot car to die on Fathers Day 2018... a
war crime by our 1984 government. As 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's have A/C 24/7. 

  
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Pentagon Puts Wounded Warriors on the Offensive,
Increasing the Risk of Conflict with war hero's who kill the wife coming home from
Baghdad as $300 million a week in Oil money comes from Baghdad too. Until now,
the Cyber Command has assumed a largely defensive posture, censoring wife kills
from the NY Times editorials. 
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; Homeland Security has been 'watching' the Rx Pink
Latte at Starbucks for decades and decades... a war crime! 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; 
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6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; 
 
 
 
6-18-2018 High-Speed Chase; 
 
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Every Dad in the USA will hack into Prince Salman's
Secret Swiss Bank account of illegal Oil revenues of $777 Trillion and give this
confiscated money to every Dad in the USA. Happy Fathers Day from a New
America Rich with illegal Oil Revenues, grin. Mom's will get most of this $777
Trillion, Ha! 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Every Dad along with Mom will be writing the Nobel Novel
titled "1,001 Invention Projects". Amazon will publish all of them with a search app
that can search inventions in all the millions of Nobel Novels titled "1,001
Invention Projects". 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Disney Pixar Fox movie documentaries in this year’s
edition of "1,001 Inventions Projects" movie how to search Amazon Books for a
certain invention project documentary and Novel. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, ‘Incredibles 2’ Sells a Record-Setting $180 Million in
Tickets on Fathers Day 2018. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, 'Incredible Invention Projects 2' a record setting 188
million invention projects today... Paradise Lost To Have Have Not Novel and
Invention Movie 2. “Incredibles 4 Wife's,” when Bob and Helen, Mary, Jessica,
Julie set records for going 400 times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon
Cell Call to the Nearest Stars, a game changer. 
 
 
 
Star Wars Starbucks Buckwheat Pancakes, built in pancake dishwasher runs all
might and no they done write you name on the pancake, all the extras are keyed in
perfectly. Lot of syrup or a little and Maple for $1 more, Coffee Pancakes too. 
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6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Whole-Grain Buckwheat Pancakes to Make Any Morning
Special. Hearty and nutritious, but still buttery and rich, these unfussy pancakes
come together quickly and without any special equipment. A GOOD Invention
APPETITE... Starbucks special pancake equipment invention comes out of Star
Wars Starbucks Pancakes, built in pancake dishwasher runs all might and no they
don't write you name on the pancake, all the extras are keyed in perfectly. Lot of
syrup or a little and Maple for $1 more, Coffee Pancakes too. And a first for
Starbucks ice cream no fat on your Buckwheat Pancake. Yes the Ice Cream is made
on a machine invented in Key West for Starbucks. ‘Incredibles 2 are the 2
Buckwheat Pancakes with ice cream at Starbucks. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, President Trump says his deal with
North Korea's Kim Jong Un will save tens of millions of people from a nuclear war. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Dad's ask what really happened to keep the West Point
Generals from Killing Everyone On Earth in a North Korean Nuclear War? 

  
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Fathers saving the soul of West Point Generals point out
they can's count to 12 Trillion, as there really are 12 Trillion Galaxies in our
Universe. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Every Dad in the USA will hack into Prince Salman's
Secret Swiss Bank account of illegal Oil revenues of $777 Trillion and give this
confiscated money to every Dad in the USA. Happy Fathers Day from a New
America Rich with illegal Oil Revenues, grin. Mom's will get most of this $777
Trillion, Ha! 

  
 
 
Jews Celebrating Dads, the Jewish Hero Dad who drives the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR into Saudi Arabia on June 24. 

  
 
"Pentagon Oil Company" owns all these Oil Tanks $$$ 
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"Pentagon Oil Company" owns all these Oil Tanks $$$ 

  
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Fathers saving the soul of West Point Generals point out
they can's count to 12 Trillion, as there really are 12 Trillion Galaxies in our
Universe. 

  
 
 
Looking over the sweep of countless storage tanks and ships. Thousands of ships
depart these waters annually, transporting the wealth of crude beneath the Saudi
Arabian desert to gas-guzzling nations. The kingdom accounts for almost one-sixth
of world oil exports, and even a minor disruption here could send shudders through
global markets. The state-run oil giant that operates the port, Saudi Aramco, is
the economic force behind Saudi Arabia’s transformation into a regional
powerhouse. The deep oil reserve are really owned by the "Pentagon Oil Company" 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Fathers saving the soul of Mom, Son, Daughter's unable
to recline in the Lazy Boy Chair, the Treadmill Desk cost $4K I will find its link on
Amazon. White Wine on Fathers day has been banned for 2018. Diesel Bullets hit
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the box. 
  

 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Ford in the NY Times on Fathers Day without the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR Gift for Dad in the Drive is a War Crime by Ford. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Ford Aims to Revive a Detroit Train Station, and Itself.
By renovating a symbol of the city’s decline, the company hopes to create a magnet
for the talent needed to prevail in the next automotive era. By NEAL E.
BOUDETTE 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Fathers Day, Ford Hell, Greg + Wife's in Key West will name the
NASA Train with 100's of Hubble Space Telescopes "Ford WindmillCAR Train" Star
Wars Movie this train will be in it. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, President Trump says his deal with
North Korea's Kim Jong Un will save tens of millions of people from a lifetime of
pulling into the gas station in Miami, Cuba as its being robbed, grin. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, President Trump says his deal with
North Korea's Kim Jong Un will save tens of millions of people from a nuclear war.
Now he just has to get everyone else on board for Exodus, find some Jewish
Hero's at the White House near Ivanka to drive the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's +
RV's into Saudi Arabia on June 24 and convert half of the Moslems to Jewish,
grin. No more praying 5 times a day and 24/7 A/C car in Saudi Arabia, God is
Great so is the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's. Mr. Trump made a stop on the
North Lawn of the White House Friday to promote his agreement with Kim and
challenge the blowback that it's vague and lacking in clear objectives... like Exodus!
 
 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, McCain, Biden, it's vague and
lacking in clear objectives... like Exodus! Rx Brain Cancer Latte. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
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More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Just the Fear of a Trade War Is
Straining the mass of humanity, why go viral with a trade war when going viral with
'Star Wars' is a better idea? 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, VATICAN CITY — Pope Francis
denounced abortion on Saturday as the “white glove” equivalent of the Nazi-era
eugenics program and urged families to accept the children that God gives them.
Rx Brain Cancer Latte. Birth Control Latte for all sexes, this is one of 1,001 IP
invention projects Novels Yale and Harvard kids are going to write. Will Pope
Francis let the Vatican Starbucks sell the 'Birth Control Latte' a Nobel prize
winner latte. 
 
 
 
6-17-2018 As Mr. Trump savors the afterglow of his meeting with Mr. Kim, he
has left it to the Pentagon and the State Department to pick up the pieces on
military planning to help Kim confiscate $777 Trillion in illegal Oil Revenues. Find
the Jew Hero to Drive the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR into Saudi Arabia on June 24. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-17-2018 Oil Men as “very provocative” — 'Speeding' Stopping at 80 MPH. Save
between 300 and 400 lives every year - principally because braking times will be
shorter and any accidents that do occur will be less deadly fiery wreck after
slowing down. Oil Men as “very provocative” — Speeding up when they see you
crossing the street ahead. Oil Men not willing to give up Diesel Bullets harming kids
DNA even though this went viral on 1984 TV. 

  
 
 
6-17-2018 
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6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads on the F.B.I., Mary Trump
Clones in Queens today and Mary at the Miami, Cuba gas station hold up today,
get to work. Stop these fiery wrecks and DUI Road Kills too! FBI; Yale and
Harvard kids who couldn't get into Medical School... Fiery Wreck in France,
French roads, About 20,000 signs bearing the number 90 are to disappear. In
their place will be new signs, but now inside the red circle will be the lower figure.
Figure 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's on French Roads. 2 White Men in Paris keep the
2018 Ford WindmillCAR's off 100's of Millions of French Drivers, you know this is
a War Crime! 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding in Fast Gas Engine Cars. A speed-limit cut of 10 km/h
on the 400,000km that make up France's so-called "secondary" network is the
government's latest salvo in its long-running campaign against road deaths.
According to the road safety department of the interior ministry, the measure
should save between 300 and 400 lives every year - principally because braking
times will be shorter and any accidents that do occur will be less deadly fiery
wreck!! By Hugh Schofield BBC News, Paris. Eiffel Tower fence built to stop
terrorism... not the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR victory over Allah. 2 White Men at
Paris Total Oil Company are building a Wall of Steel and Glass around the Eiffel
Tower instead of winning the War over Allah with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's. A
War Crime. More than 240 people have died in terror attacks in France since
2015. All would be alive if the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's were used to win the War
against Allah. Up to seven million tourists are expected to visit the tower in 2018
alone. All will drive or ride in a gas engine car that fires gasoline exhaust bullets
into kids DNA. Crude Oil Men could never have the genius of a Paris MD. Summit
Super Computer by IBM, iMac's at $13,384 at the Paris Medical School. Diagnosis
and Cure by Dr. Lisa MD. Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD as there is no need or desire,
cravings for the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke sub's any longer. 
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6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
 

 
 

 
Miss America wishing for 'world peace' and getting it... 

  
 
6-16-2018 Alpha Centauri A and B, appear to be 2 of her house cats... 

  
 
 
 
6-16-2018 Kim, Riding a North Korean High can make High School kids go to the
University, not the University of Switzerland were Kim went to but to all the Public
Large Screen TV's Kim used to picture Trump at the Summit. 24/7 Mandatory
University. 

  
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads on China Goods. For
Survivors of a 9-Hour Chinese Exam, a Door Opens to America... I think Kim will
Ride Higher than these Chinese kids who passed a 9 hour exam as Gravity TV
classes will be 9 hours long and brainstorming ending with the viewers! 
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6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
6-16-2018 Trump can see North Korea as the new Qatar after Kim gets his 10%
for confiscating $777 Trillion in illegal oil revenues, grin. 10% of $777 Trillion!
Wow! Key West Quality of life today "To Have Have Not Genius" inspiration is as
real as happiness, love, ambition's, inventions your wife's want you to get like the
Rx Pink Latte Recipe. Wife's social interaction Driving June 24. Stop the 2 White
Men at the FBI who drive by fiery wrecks without stopping these with the 2018
Ford WindmillCAR. "To Have Have Not Genius" Chemicals can harm blood vessels.
Gas stations today cause much harm to humanity. 

  
 
 
6-16-2018 Defrauded by the Korean War, defrauding investors out of hundreds of
trillions of dollars as well as deceiving patients and doctors out of the Yale Key
West Medical School and Starbucks out of the Rx Pink Latte. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 Elizabeth Holmes, the disgraced founder of Theranos, a blood testing
lab without a IBM Summit Super Computer so Liz will get her blood test for Star
Wars but she will have to by several Summit Super Computers from IBM to invent
this. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 "Y and the X “each deserve a full novel of their own.” Hemingway
House writing class of course. Nobel Novel Expectations. The double-X format
that specifies a female fetus, or the X and Y pair found in males, the sex
chromosomes stand apart from the other 22 normal chromosome pairs. The Summit
IBM super computer will give us one upmanship on these chromosome pairs. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
6-16-2018 "Yale and Harvard kids, “each deserve a full novel of their own.” First
class at the Hemingway House Writing Class for Yale and Harvard kids FBI is
"1,001 IP Invention Projects" novel. Kim will have 10 million Koreans writing this
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novel. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 iPhone X smoke detectors... The 2014 fire started below the library,
when an overhead projector ignited solvent in a student’s artwork, and destroyed
much of the interior’s western half. 

  
 
 
6-16-2018 iPhone X smoke detectors are not at Apple.com for sale. LONDON —
A large fire has ripped through the Glasgow School of Art in Scotland, officials
said Saturday morning, causing extensive damage to a building considered the jewel
in the city’s architectural crown. It was the second time in four years that a blaze
has hit the world-famous and beloved building, which was under restoration after a
fire badly damaged it in May 2014. The building, widely rated as the masterpiece
of the Glasgow-born architect Charles Rennie Mackintosh and completed in 1909,
was hit by the latest fire overnight Friday. Peter Heath of the Scottish Fire and
Rescue Service told reporters that the call had come in at 11:19 p.m., sending
more than 120 fire fighters and 20 fire engines to the site. 

  
 
 
6-16-2018 Navy can fish for Humanity now North Korea Nuke War is over! The
fisherman says it is the only job he knows that earns this kind of money. For legal
net fishermen, six pounds of fish is a good day. Often, they come back with
nothing. With dynamite fishing he can come back with 20 pounds and sometimes as
much as 45 pounds, if he lucks out with a large jack or grouper. In the Philippines,
Dynamite Fishing Decimates Entire Ocean Food Chains. The Navy never goes fishing
for fish in the Philippines. By Aurora Almendral. Why Aurora censored out the
Philippines Navy never going fishing I can't write but you know Aurora did it on
orders from 2 White Men at Navy HQ. Grin. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
6-16-2018 Henry VIII is a British Crime against Humanity. Now "U.K. Government
Backs Bill to Make ‘Upskirting’ a Crime" Behavior caused by Henry VIII. Bad
Behavior in London. George Orwell has been writing about this for a long time.
1984 cameras are in the bathroom and other private areas of London. Your bypass
surgery live streaming on cameras is banned because its private. Key West The
Monroe County Sheriff’s Office arrested a Big Coppitt Key man for DUI and other
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offenses after he fled a deputy during a traffic stop and then chugged a beer in
front of him. According to the police report, around 5:45 p.m., a deputy on patrol
spotted Daryl Royal Riedel, 48, driving a pickup. If Daryl was British with a
camera up a girls skirt he would have taken the picture in from of the Sheriff as
he chugged a Coors. Gregory Gause, a professor of international affairs and Saudi
specialist at Texas A&M University, said he expects the government wants to avoid
trials. “Too much dirt can come out,” he said. That said, they may be inevitable,
MD's writing the NY Times editorials about Texas Cattle feed antibiotics at every
meal for decades, reading this in the New England Journal of Medicine will be like
reading Pope Francis in Latin today writing about Saudi Oil men's behavior because
they have $777 Trillion and immunity. 

  
 
6-16-2018 The London School of Economics who focuses on the Gulf monarchies.
“But the campaign also shows that the government sometimes underestimates the
complexity of policy challenges and the collateral damage its actions can create.”
Wounded Warriors taking pictures up the skirts of British women then chugging a
Coors in front of the Sheriff. Economics of Facebook vs InventBook and iMac's at
every Starbucks in London and Paris. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 Riding High with lots of money, 100's of millions went into this Drone
Kill. U.S. Drone Strike Kills Leader of Pakistani Taliban, Pakistan Says. $100's of
millions in bribes to Pakistani Generals who called in the Drone Strike. This is part
of the High Cost of the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 Stephen Hawking Enters ‘Britain’s Valhalla,’ Where Space Is Tight. 5
Billion people should be entering Space Exodus into Space but for Britain's
Wounded Warriors the whole life time of Hawking playing expensive War Games.
High Cost of British War Games can be calculated in this life of Hawkings with No
Exodus or inventions to go 400 times faster than the speed of light as British
Space was to tight with Wounded Warriors. London train with 100's of cars full of
Hubble Space Telescopes were crashed by Wounded Warriors off to War across
the ocean. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 London train with 100's of cars full of Hubble Space Telescopes. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
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More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 
  

 
6-16-2018 McDonald’s to Switch to Paper Straws in Britain as Country Turns
Against Plastic The drive to reduce the use of plastics has gathered pace in
Britain, winning the support of the government, the Church of England and even the
queen. By AMIE TSANG 

  
 
 
6-16-2018 London train with 100's of cars full of Hubble Space Telescopes. No
plastic on board this Exodus Train on orders from Queen Elizabeth. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
6-16-2018 Key West Irma Fraud by 2 White men at 1984 HQ you can sue but
can win the Nuke War with, with the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR and $777 Trillion in
oil money they have in Switzerland Banks. Key West Residents Sue Over Irma
Claims. Roughly 350 lawsuits have been filed against the main windstorm insurance
provider in the Florida Keys since Hurricane Irma ravaged the chain of islands. The
350-plus lawsuits against FEMA following orders from 2 White Men at the White
House. Grin. 1984 society does have its perks. 
 
 
 
6-16-2018 Trump, Riding a North Korea High, Unloads ‘Star Wars’: Trump Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
 
6-16-2018 

  
 
 
 
6-15-2018 Trump Sees End to North Korea Nuclear 'Drive' Despite Unclear
Invention Path!! Summit Super Computers by IBM need to be made on an Ford
Assembly line for the new demand by Kim and Trump. 
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6-15-2018 Trump Sees End to North Korea Nuclear Drive changed to Driving 2018
Ford WindmillCAR's and 2019 Ford Gravity Engine Cars. Kim's Drive to invent the
Gravity Engine using this Summit, and the Summit IBM Super Computer. Summit's
Nobel Novel Writing Class at the Hemingway House with a brainstormed idea on
every page thanks to Amazon app that list 1,001 IP invention projects - spin offs
to drive the Gravity Engine Car before its Time. Like building ICBM's in record
breaking time, then comes the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. 

  
 
 
Trump can see North Korea as the new Qatar after Kim gets his 10% for
confiscating $777 Trillion in illegal oil revenues, grin. 10% of $777 Trillion! Wow!
Key West Quality of life today "To Have Have Not Genius" inspiration is as real as
happiness, love, ambition's. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Summit IBM Super Computer. Summit's Nobel Novel Writing Class at the
Hemingway House 

  
 
 
Key West Quality of life today "To Have Have Not Genius" Key West Quality of
life today with Hemingway’s House writing Class with iMac's at $13,384. 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
6-15-2018 NY Times doesn't see a end to Oil. By WILLIAM NEUMAN and
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CLIFFORD KRAUSS at the NY Times are still writing about a Oil Giant when the
road driven by 5 billion people and 12 trillion galaxy's is the Jewish Hero who
drives the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's into Venezuela Oil Men. "Workers Flee
and Thieves Loot Venezuela’s Reeling Oil Giant. Our correspondent visited
Venezuela to see whether the country could pull itself out of its economic free fall.
The outlook was not encouraging." By WILLIAM NEUMAN and CLIFFORD KRAUSS
by the NY Times what is not encouraging is the front page cover of Greg's Amazon
book leaking the Secret file and the Jew Hero driving. Summit is not the IBM
Super Computer Kim just ordered from IBM in this editorial. You can follow me on
Twitter (@NYTimesCohen) or join me on Facebook. Cohen's Summit is not the New
IBM Super Computer. "Trump’s Envy of Kim Jong-un" editorial was written on a
Google Chrome book not a Summit Super Computer. InventBook not Facebook at the
end of editorials by editors at the Times. Diagnosis of Trump's Envy of Kim was
wrong too. Dr. Lisa MD will diagnose all Editors at the times and the one's who
don't use Kim's IBM Summit Super Computer will write Car News. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; to prevent this bypass obstruction in the artery,
yes you will get a Nobel in Medicine for the Starbucks Rx Cure for this Diagnosis
by Dr. Lisa MD. 

  
 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; NUCLEAR WARNING Just 100 of the world’s
15,000 nuclear bombs are needed to devastate the planet and kill two billion
people, chilling study warns. Starbucks 'Nuke Latte' to protest Nuclear War.
Starbucks Rx Pink Latte. Currently nine nations have access to nuclear weapons:
USA, Russia, UK, France, China, India, Pakistan, Israel and North Korea. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; to prevent this bypass obstruction in the artery,
yes you will get a Nobel in Medicine for the Starbucks Rx Cure for this Diagnosis
by Dr. Lisa MD. 

  
 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; was 8 hours of surgery, how many millions will
need 8 hours of surgery? A couple of weeks later the man went for an operation to
bypass the obstructed artery and create a new route for the blood to travel. His
wife and daughter, who had been warned it was going to take a few hours, tried to
distract themselves when it took eight. 
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6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; Dr. Green “I know what you do have. And most
importantly, I know how to fix it.” There was a blockage in a blood vessel, but it
was not caused by an obstructing ligament. The imaging showed that the muscular
inner wall of the artery had been torn open by the fast-moving blood coming from
the heart. The blood had invaded the inner layers of the vessel wall, creating a
new narrower passage and blocking off the old pathway. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; Dr. West Point “I know what you do have. And
most importantly, I know how to fix it.” There was a blockage in a blood vessel,
but it was not caused by an obstructing ligament. The imaging showed that the
muscular inner wall of the artery had been torn open by the fast-moving blood
coming from the heart. The blood had invaded the inner layers of the vessel wall,
creating a new narrower passage and blocking off the old pathway. 

  
 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; Dr. Steve Jobs “I know what you do have. And
most importantly, I know how to fix it.” There was a blockage in a blood vessel,
but it was not caused by an obstructing ligament. The imaging showed that the
muscular inner wall of the artery had been torn open by the fast-moving blood
coming from the heart. The blood had invaded the inner layers of the vessel wall,
creating a new narrower passage and blocking off the old pathway. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; Path for Dr. Lisa MD to block off the old West
Point Generals to Proxima Centauri will be a shining star for the next 4 Trillion
Years... West Point Generals are causing a blockage of the artery to Proxima
Centauri. First 4.2 light year drive in a Universe of Stars On a Highway that is 14
billion light years long, a MD needs to do this surgery on the Top Generals. How do
I fix this? I know how to fix it! 
 
 
 
6-15-2018 Starbucks Rx Cure's; 
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6-15-2018 Driven by West Point Generals at the Pentagon Oil Company the cost of
War Games Driven by Drunk Drivers is Driven to the surface by Jimmy Carter
Nuke Subs still Driving his Habitat for Humanity to a Nuclear War Ending instead
of a video made by Trump + Kim for the Drive to 1 Billion 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's. 

  
 
 
6-15-2018 Driven are Michael Stewart Foley is author of “Confronting the War
Machine: Draft Resistance During the Vietnam War” and editor of “Dear Dr.
Spock: Letters About the Vietnam War to America’s Favorite Baby Doctor.”
Confronting WHO at the UN for driving gas engine cars to work today at the UN.
This could be a War Crime by WHO MD's. ‘Star Wars’: George Lucas Reveals
More Details About His Plans for Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 What would the Steve Jobs Medical School have... 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 What would the West Point Medical School have... "As Saudis Step Up
Yemen Attack, Prince Cheers Soccer Team" By MARGARET COKER Fighters backed
by Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates pushed toward the Yemeni port city
of Al Hudaydah. The Saudi crown prince was at the World Cup. Dr. Margaret
Coker would have written this article on Prince Salman paying billions for fighters
attacking and killing women and children while he watched the World Cup resulting
in West Point Medical School MD's putting a stop to this fiery wreck. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 What would the Yale Key West Medical School have... 
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6-15-2018 Trump Sees End to North Korea Nuclear Threat and Nuke's from Allah
via Jew Hero Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's into Mecca, confiscating
$777 trillion used for War Games. Netanyahu on Thursday said that Israel’s
bombing of Iranian-backed Shiite Muslim militias is “helping the security” of
European nations. He accused Iran of bringing some 80,000 Shiite fighters to
Syria, from countries such as Afghanistan and Pakistan, to “convert” Sunni Muslims
in Syria and launch attacks against Israel. 

  
 
 
6-15-2018 Jew Hero Natanyahu will not let Drive the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's
into Mecca can appeal to Trump for Victory over Iran + Mecca with the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's. 
 
 
 
6-15-2018 Summit Hero was Kim and the IBM Super Computer News. Dr. Taipale
and his colleagues engineered retinal cells to stop using p53 genes. Just as they
had predicted, Crispr now worked much more effectively in these cells. A team of
scientists at the Novartis Institutes for Biomedical Research in Cambridge, Mass.,
got similar results with a different kind of cells, detailed in a paper also published
Monday. They set out to develop new versions of Crispr to edit the DNA in stem
cells. They planned to turn the stem cells into neurons, enabling them to study
brain diseases in Petri dishes. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-15-2018 IBM built Summit Super Computer to replace the Petri Dishes. NY
Times editorial need to be replaced with Super Computer News. Enabling them to
study brain diseases in Super computer simulations not the Petri dish. 
 
 
 
6-15-2018 Crispr has never been crunched on a IBM Super Computer. Log on to
Los Alamos and see what 10 Super Computers have been crunching today. 
 
 
 
6-15-2018 
 
 
 
6-15-2018 
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6-14-2018 Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks, When?? Trump administration hoped to
complete the “major disarmament” of North Korea within the next 2½ years without
defining what that would entail. Some nuclear experts have said completely
unwinding North Korea’s nuclear program could take 10 to 15 years, although some
foreign policy analysts said the two sides could accomplish enough by the end of
Mr. Trump’s term in office to demonstrate a serious effort. Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks, When?? 
 
 
 
Miss America wishing for 'Starbucks Rx Pink Latte' and getting it... with Diet
Latte. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Miss America wishing for 'Starbucks Rx Pink Latte' and getting it... June 12 End
to the Korean War!

  
 
6-14-2018 Alpha Centauri A and B, appear to be 2 of her house cats... 

  
 
 
 
6-14-2018 Now the Threat to Nuclear War is West Point Generals Despite the
Path to West Point Medical School built from the scrap steel of 100's of USS
Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. 
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6-14-2018 Now the Threat to Nuclear War is West Point Generals 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Despite the UNclearPath to "West Point Medical School's" built by
North Korea End to War, Soul saved from Hell is only one City and it's not even in
the USA. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 Allah with Nukes is what the West Point Generals are counting on, on
their clear path to Nuclear War. There is no Doctor at West Point to call. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 West Point Generals long on lofty War Games language short on
specifics in a New Universe with 12 Trillion Galaxies. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 West Point MD Professors long time coming via censored health and
wealth statistics, thank God Cheney's 2nd heart transplant is ready for him. Heart
transplants transformed the relationship and ended an era of hostility to Star
Wars MD. Qatar is the richest on Earth when $777 Trillion in oil revenues would
have bought 5 billion people the same MD's at Qatar and West Point Generals see
today. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 West Point Generals will never go to War with Breast Cancer, today
West Point Generals give immunity to Wound Warriors coming home from Baghdad
who kill the Wife's. Point is these West Point Generals are the High Cost of War
Games in Korea. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 West Point Generals are the High Cost of War Games in Korea.
Example is Secretary of State Mike Pompeo with Gen. Vincent K. Brooks,
commander of United States Forces Korea, upon his arrival in Pyeongtaek on
Wednesday. MD diagnosis of General Brooks is no secret we can all read the New
England Journal of Medicine article on General Brooks in our mind right now. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 Pompeo's diagnosis by Yale Key West Medical School Professors... read
it!! 
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6-14-2018 Pompeo would never withdraw American troops stationed in South Korea
since the end of the Korean War 65 years ago and have them all apply to the Yale
Key West Medical School at Star Wars, grin. Most of these troops will end up
inside a USS Jimmy Carter Nuke sub. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Grand scale of 12 Trillion Galaxies will never be a NY Times Editorial
or the ending story on CBS Nightly News!! 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks, When?? Trump administration hoped to
complete the “major disarmament” of North Korea within the next 2½ years without
defining what that would entail. Some nuclear experts have said completely
unwinding North Korea’s nuclear program could take 10 to 15 years, although some
foreign policy analysts said the two sides could accomplish enough by the end of
Mr. Trump’s term in office to demonstrate a serious effort. Rx Pink Latte at
Starbucks, When?? 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 MD's at Apple - Cook has previously cited doctors who say "sitting is
the new cancer. "Most of what happens inside Apple Park, the iPhone company's
stunning new headquarters, is top secret. But Apple CEO Tim Cook recently
disclosed one new detail about the work environment: everyone gets a standing
desk. "We have given all of our employees, 100%, standing desks. If you can stand
for a while, then sit, and so on and so forth, it's much better for your lifestyle,"
The ability to use a standing desk is only one of a slew of perks available to lucky
Apple employees at the company's new headquarters, which was rumored to cost
over $5 billion to construct. The 'Abilty' of a $5 billion dollar Steve Jobs Medical
School would put this new Apple HQ out of business! $20 Billion dollar Yale Key
West Medical School when the West Point Generals are ALL defeated by Star War
Exodus via 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's that end War on Earth not Just the Korean
War! 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the Steve Jobs Medical School have... That campus is full
of fruit trees and the on-campus "Caffe Macs" cafeterias actually use those fruits
in its lunches and dinners. There's also a massive gym and a shuttle service to take
workers to satellite offices and the company's old headquarters, which is a 10-
minute drive away. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 MD's at Star Wars dialogue! All the used standing chairs are from
Apple HQ. Ideas for His Own Star Wars Sequel Trilogy Aren't as Wild as They
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First Seem. The internet has been abuzz recently thanks to a few very intriguing
quotes from George Lucas, addressing where the director would've taken the Star
Wars ...‘Star Wars’: George Lucas Reveals More Details About His Plans for
Episodes 7, 8, and 9. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the Steve Jobs Medical School have... 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the West Point Medical School have... 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the Yale Key West Medical School have... 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 Humanitarian Crisis Worsens in Yemen After Attack on Port. United
Nations officials and others said that hundreds of thousands could starve if the
assault drags on, closing a vital gateway for relief supplies. By MARGARET COKER
and ERIC SCHMITT 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Humanitarian Crisis. United Nations officials and others said that
hundreds of thousands could starve. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Humanitarian Crisis. United Nations officials 2 White Men at WHO
censored 1.2 million Breast cancer dead in 2018 and no they can't be buried at
Arlington. U.N. General Assembly Vote Castigates Israel Over Gaza Deaths. The
resolution, adopted 120 to 8, was almost identical to the one blocked by the
United States at the Security Council on June 1. By RICK GLADSTONE UN
Resolution for 1.2 million breast cancer dead in 2018 is like the UN Resolution on
fiery cop cars and no one at the UN will stop this with the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the Steve Jobs Medical School have... 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the West Point Medical School have... 
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6-14-2018 What would the Yale Key West Medical School have... Summit IBM
super computer reading the EKG with AI apps... When he called her then, she
worried that he was having a heart attack. But he went to a local walk-in clinic,
and his EKG was normal. There was no sign that it was his heart. EKG from a
walk-in clinic or Summit IBM super computer with AI. She arranged for her
parents to travel directly from the airport to the emergency department of the
Yale New Haven Hospital, where she worked. She had already asked one of her
most respected colleagues to see her father. Although her father told her that he
wasn’t able to eat much since the nausea started, she was still shocked by his
appearance. He’d lost about 15 pounds over the past couple of weeks. In the
emergency room, he was seen promptly. Tubes of blood were drawn. He wasn’t
anemic; there was no sign of infection; it wasn’t a heart attack; his kidneys and
liver were fine. A CT scan didn’t show any abnormalities other than a small hiatal
hernia. After a few hours, the doctor admitted defeat. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the West Point Medical School have... In the emergency
room, he was seen promptly. Tubes of blood were drawn. He wasn’t anemic; there
was no sign of infection; it wasn’t a heart attack; his kidneys and liver were fine.
A CT scan didn’t show any abnormalities other than a small hiatal hernia. After a
few hours, the doctor admitted defeat. Then... Dr. Alan Lebowitz saw the patient
the next day in his office in Darien. The man explained how, a couple of weeks
earlier, he suddenly started feeling nauseated after he ate. The feeling came out
of nowhere and seemed to get worse over a few short days. By the time he got to
France, even the smell of food could trigger the rumbling and tumult within. There
was no pain. He never vomited. At that moment, there in the doctor’s office, he
felt fine. Maybe he was a little tired; these days he really had no energy at all.
His physical exam was uninformative, save for the significant amount of weight he
had lost. Lebowitz wasn’t sure what was going on but referred him to a
gastroenterologist for evaluation and, he hoped, an endoscopy of his patient’s
stomach and upper GI tract. The patient was scoped. His stomach showed signs of
mild gastritis, along with evidence that food wasn’t moving out of the stomach as
fast as it normally did — a disorder known as gastroparesis. But what was causing
this? The doctor examined the patient once more. This time, when he placed his
stethoscope over the patient’s upper abdomen, he heard something: a quiet,
rhythmic, shushing sound. This kind of noise, called a bruit, is caused by
turbulence in the blood flowing through an artery. Had he simply not heard it
before, or was it new? He wasn’t sure. But if it was new, he now had two clues:
The patient had gastroparesis and he had some kind of problem in one of his
arteries. If he could link them, maybe that would lead him to a diagnosis. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Yes... Three weeks later, over the weekend, another thought came to
Lebowitz, who was still concerned. Could the patient have something called MALS?
In this disorder, a ligament supporting the diaphragm, known as the median arcuate
ligament, cuts off circulation not to the colon but to the stomach, by obstructing
the artery that delivers blood there. 
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6-14-2018 Then... “I know what you do have. And most importantly, I know how
to fix it.” There was a blockage in a blood vessel, but it was not caused by an
obstructing ligament. The imaging showed that the muscular inner wall of the
artery had been torn open by the fast-moving blood coming from the heart. The
blood had invaded the inner layers of the vessel wall, creating a new narrower
passage and blocking off the old pathway. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Cure was 8 hours of surgery, how many millions will need 8 hours of
surgery? A couple of weeks later the man went for an operation to bypass the
obstructed artery and create a new route for the blood to travel. His wife and
daughter, who had been warned it was going to take a few hours, tried to distract
themselves when it took eight. Relief and tears overwhelmed them when the news
came that all was well. Healthy, at Last. It has been two years since that
operation, and the man finally feels back to the self that he and his wife and
daughter remember best. Getting back into his exercise regimen was hard: not just
physically, but mentally as well. The man worried — despite reassurance from
Green — that vigorous exercise might undo the good accomplished in the operating
room. But he finally conquered that fear and is back to exercising regularly. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Summit IBM super computer will have AI from this in its memory.
Although it was the surgeon who relieved the pain, the patient gives most of the
credit to the doctor who knew him well. “Anyone who didn’t know me would have
just said, ‘You need to see a shrink,’?” he told me recently. “The relationship is
what saved me. That plus his stethoscope that hear it. 

  
 
 
6-14-2018 Summit IBM super computer stethoscope, can a IBM super computer
hear? Hear this, He the MD ordered an ultrasound of the artery, which showed an
obstruction creating the turbulent blood flow. A CT scan of the arteries of the
chest and abdomen showed a narrowed, misshapen vessel. IBM has a lot of work to
do on its Summit Super Computer Fleet at West Point and Yale. 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the Yale Key West Medical School have... 
 
 
 
6-14-2018 What would the Yale Key West Medical School have... 
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6-14-2018 Ivana selling her 8 year diet not Rx Diet Latte at Starbucks Plaza
Hotel. 

  

 
 

6-14-2018 Ivana selling her 8 year diet not Rx Diet Latte at Starbucks Plaza
Hotel. 

  
 
6-14-2018 Ivana selling her 8 year diet not Rx Diet Latte at Starbucks Plaza
Hotel. Ivana Trump was back at the Plaza Hotel on Tuesday, the hotel where she
once had a say over everything from the wallpaper to the chandeliers, back when
she was married to Donald J. Trump. But that was long ago. Now, she had come to
promote a diet that promises followers they can “eat pasta, cookies and lose
weight.” It was Ms. Trump who gave Mr. Trump a definite article — she put the
“the” in “the Donald” — long before he had a job that came with one, as the
president. On Tuesday, as reporters crowded around her at the Plaza, she was
asked how often she talks to her ex-husband. “I’m really not going to go into
politics,” she said, “but we speak.” But later, when she was asked how she thought
he had done at the summit meeting on North Korea, she said, “He did great.” How
many pounds did he lose? Ms. Trump, who once appeared in commercials for Pizza
Hut and Kentucky Fried Chicken, said she agreed to talk up the Italiano Diet
because “obesity is like a calamity in America,” although she said that she herself
did not need to shed pounds. Ms. Trump said there was a reason obesity has
become a national problem. “It’s all on the parents,” she said. “Whatever they put
on the plate in front of the children, they’re hungry, they don’t cook, they eat. So
if you put food in front of them that’s junk — pizza, unhealthy food, French fries
— of course they eat it, and then they get obese.” 

  
 
 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 Summit IBM super computer talks are underway right now in secret as
Kim's wife Ri wants the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks. 1,001 IP
invention projects in a Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel on a iMac at
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$13,384. Hack 4 trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets. Summit War Games cost
women their life and Rx Trade Secrets do too. 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 Pink Hero Wife's; Formula One Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks 'waits' on
ridding North Korea of a nuclear arsenal it has spent decades building. “Even after
the two heads of state open the gate,” Mr. Moon said, “it will take a long process
to achieve a complete solution. We don’t know how long it will take: one year, two
years or more.” 

  
 
 
"To Have Have Not" iMac's at $13,384 in front of Kim + Trump 

  

 
"To Have Have Not" iMac's at $13,384 in front of Kim + Trump 

  
 
 
 
Texas Cattle are feed antibiotics at every meal, not Texas women. MD Chef. 

  
6-13-2018 Trump Says ‘There Is No Longer a Nuclear Threat’ After Kim Jong-un
Meeting President Trump projected confidence as Air Force One landed shortly
after dawn, declaring that the nuclear threat from North Korea is over. 

  
 
 
Soul is Saved from Hell Trump said... 
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6-13-2018 White House aides showed a short film to Kim, which Mr. Trump had
commissioned and screened for Mr. Kim on an iPad during their meeting. With a
thumping soundtrack and images of the two leaders as benevolent peacemakers, the
video offered an inspirational view of a thriving North Korea, if only it would
forsake its nuclear weapons. “I think he loved it,” Mr. Trump said. North Korea,
he said, might choose not to invest in high-speed trains over Gravity Engine Cars
made in North Korea, grin. Trump has not talked to anyone about how to invent
the Gravity Engine Car, Kim has talked to his wife about this a lot. Mr. Kim was
overheard remarking to Mr. Trump that people would think they were watching a
science fiction movie. Among the most glaring omissions in the joint statement
after the summit meeting, is the IBM Summit Super Computer and Amazon 1 Click
link to it's 1,001 IP invention projects on Amazon Prime, grin. 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 A formal peace treaty to end the Korean War, build 1 Billion 2018
Ford WindmillCAR's!! 

  
 
 
Trump pulled out an iPad and showed the leader of North Korea a slick, Hollywood-
style trailer presenting the North’s possible future. There were images of fighter
jets and missile launchings cut together with shots of dancing children, pictures of
artisanal pizza and time-lapse sunrises over skyscrapers. 

  
 
 
Trump Made Kim a Movie Trailer. NY Times We Made It Better. Donald Trump
showed Kim Jong-un a movie trailer casting both leaders as heroes. The Times’s
Opinion video team cut a more honest makeover. Without any fiery cop cars rear
ended bursting into flames! 

  
 
 
 
NY Times version for Kim video is more 'honest' without Kim Wall beheading by
Times Profit Chief, Diesel Bullets, Secret Swiss bank Accounts from Qatar Trump
Casino for Editors at the Times. 1980 WindmillCAR ready to be auctioned off.
Trump Made Kim a Movie Trailer. We Made It Better. Donald Trump showed Kim
Jong-un a movie trailer casting both leaders as heroes. The Times’s Opinion video
team cut a more honest makeover. 

  
 
 
"To Have Have Not" iMac's at $13,384 in front of Kim + Trump 
 
 
 
"To Have Have Not" Summit Now is How Do We Confiscate $777 Trillion from
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Saudi Arabia! 
  

 
 
Google giving kids ChromeBooks is a War Crime worst than Facebook, InventBook is
censored! 

  
Trump pulled out an iPad for Kim 

 

 
Trump pulled out an iPad for Kim 

  
"To Have Have Not" iMac's at $13,384 in front of Kim + Trump 

  
 
 
Google giving kids ChromeBooks is a War Crime worst than Facebook, InventBook is
censored! 

  
 
 
 
6-13-2018 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's to End Pentagon Oil Company and
eventually lead to a formal peace treaty to end the Korean War with the USA and
the building of 1 billion 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's with GE electric
generators trillions of volts from super conductivity and iDash Cam's with audio
100's inside and out. 24/7 A/C infinity of car accessories! 

  
 
 
Exodus into 12 Trillion Galaxies, Star Wars no more War Games in Korea! 
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6-13-2018 West Point Academy will become West Point Medical School when the
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub fleet is melted down to build its steel buildings and
Carrier Hospital Ships. Now you know what Waste Trump was talking about at the
Summit. Pentagon Oil Company built 100's of Nuke Subs since the 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR + RV was locked in the Pentagon Garage. Trump said on Twitter that
there was “no longer a Nuclear Threat from North Korea, there is a Nuke threat
from fleets of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs and cost that cuts into Jimmy
Carters brain cancer Rx Latte at Starbucks instead of taking Rx meds and daily
check up's for brain cancer coming back. 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 Trump Says ‘There Is No Longer a Nuclear Threat’ After Kim Jong-un
Meeting President Trump projected confidence as Air Force One landed shortly
after dawn, declaring that the nuclear threat from North Korea is over. 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 Trump will not mention Mary Trump in Queens and at the Miami, Cuba
Gas station hold up today! 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 NY Times marks stats of gas station hold ups today 'secret'. Buy
Gregs Book to Know. 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 Mary Trump Beaten and Robbed left to die today by 2 White Men at
the Pentagon still playing war games but not in North Korea. "AT WAR." "The U.S.
Spends Billions in Defense Aid. Is It Working? The Pentagon has sent billions of
dollars overseas to equip other countries to fight terror. To what end? Queens and
the Bronx, Miami, Cuba Gas Station hold ups" Mary Trump beaten and robbed in
NYC today and the Pentagon is worlds away." By JOHN ISMAY NY Times.
Pentagon Starbucks is out of Rx Pink Latte's. 

  
 
 
iMac at $13,384; war crime by Google giving kids Chrome Books and Win 10 is a
crime! 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 Summit IBM super computer was at this Summit. 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 Putin's Oil Company made this Car City the Poorest City in Russia in
Times of 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's a War Crime!! TOLYATTI, Russia — 
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6-13-2018 Putin's Oil Company made this Car City the Poorest City in Russia in
Times of 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's a War Crime!! TOLYATTI, Russia —
They have always made things in Tolyatti. In the days of Communist rule, this city
was the home of the Soviet auto industry, Russia’s answer to Detroit. It rose up
around the vast car factory that sits at its heart, designed specifically to feed
the 200 miles of production lines with the parts, the materials and the bodies they
needed to operate. The factory is still there — run by AvtoVaz, owned by
Renault-Nissan — its buildings stretching for dozens of blocks, its chimneys
belching smoke into the sky, the fruit of its labors glinting in the gray light of
mile-wide parking lots. The plant is still the city’s prime focus, but it is not what
it once was. 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 Putin's Oil Company made this Car City the Poorest City in Russia in
Times of 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's a War Crime!! TOLYATTI, Russia —
AvtoVaz has been hit by Russia’s economic downturn, and by Western sanctions,
and Tolyatti has suffered. In 2016, the factory, the largest in Russia and one of
the largest in the world, shifted to a four-day workweek. There have been
thousands of layoffs at a place that once employed 120,000 people, with
corresponding ripple effects at companies in the supply chain. In 2015, Tolyatti
was ranked as Russia’s poorest large city. 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 Putin's Oil Company made this Car City the Poorest City in Russia in
Times of 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's a War Crime!! TOLYATTI, Russia —
Konoplev’s academy. A few weeks later, Konoplev died of a heart attack at age 39.
He should have quit drinking Vodka and built a TOLYATTI Medical School not a
sports academy. 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 West Point Academy will become West Point Medical School when the
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub fleet is melted down to build its steel buildings and
Carrier Hospital Ships. Now you know what Waste Trump was talking about at the
Summit. Pentagon Oil Company built 100's of Nuke Subs since the 1980 Ford
WindmillCAR + RV was locked in the Pentagon Garage. Trump said on Twitter that
there was “no longer a Nuclear Threat from North Korea, there is a Nuke threat
from fleets of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs and cost that cuts into Jimmy
Carters brain cancer Rx Latte at Starbucks instead of taking Rx meds and daily
check up's for brain cancer coming back. 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 Putin's Oil Company made this Car City the Poorest City in Russia in
Times of 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's a War Crime!! TOLYATTI, Russia — 
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6-13-2018 White House aides showed a short film, which Mr. Trump had
commissioned and screened for Mr. Kim on an iPad during their meeting. With a
thumping soundtrack and images of the two leaders as benevolent peacemakers, the
video offered an inspirational view of a thriving North Korea, if only it would
forsake its nuclear weapons. “I think he loved it,” Mr. Trump said. North Korea,
he said, might choose not to invest in high-speed trains over Gravity Engine Cars
made in North Korea, grin. Trump has not talked to anyone about how to get the
Gravity Engine Started, Kim has talked to his wife about this a lot. 

  
 
 
6-13-2018 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 
 
 
 
6-13-2018 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Korean food, but no burgers, on lunch menu. Mr. Trump and Mr.
Kim filed into a working lunch with their expanded entourages, and hamburgers
were not on the menu. Mr. Trump, you may remember, famously said early in his
campaign that he was willing to sit down with Mr. Kim and perhaps have a
hamburger with him. Instead, their first meal together at the Capella Hotel on
Sentosa Island in Singapore included beef short rib confit, Korean stuffed
cucumber and sweet and sour crispy pork with Yangzhou fried rice. According to
the menu released by the White House, dessert included a dark chocolate tartlet
ganache — perhaps in honor of Mr. Trump’s preference for chocolate cake. The
White House did not indicate whether it had been flown over from Mar-a-Lago.
When Mr. Trump hosted President Xi Jinping of China, he boasted about serving
“the most beautiful piece of chocolate cake that you’ve ever seen.” In deference to
Mr. Kim, there was also another Korean dish, Daegu jorim, described as soy
braised cod fish with radish and Asian vegetables. 

  
 
 
Texas Cattle are feed antibiotics at every meal, not Texas women. MD Chef. 

  
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Wife's; Formula One Rx Pink and for 'Diesel Bullets' built
and fired at Children world wide, Jews Need a Hero fast, Exodus Reviving
Supersonic Jets Will Damage the Climate the NY Times prints today. Censored
from the NY Times are 'Diesel Bullets' harming 1 billion children today, this is a
war crime by the Times! 
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1 Billion People Driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's! 

  
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Wife's; Formula One Rx Pink Mr. Trump said at a news
conference that the United States would stop “the war games,” in what appeared
to be a concession to the North. Mr. Trump said the exercises were expensive,
costing millions of Pink Breast Cancer women torture like McCain and his Wounded
Warriors could care about a Rx Pink Cure as War is their Coors. Drunks on War
Games in Korea when everyone in the world knew how expensive they are they
never stopped like not stopping for a fiery wreck from 1980 to 2018. 
 
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Wife's; Formula One Security for Kim and Mary Trump
Clones in Queens today is not for Trump. “I think without Otto this would not have
happened,” Mr. Trump said. “Otto was someone who did not die in vain.” Mr.
Warmbier, a student at the University of Virginia, was arrested in North Korea in
2016. He was repatriated to the United States in a coma after 17 months in
detention and then died. Mary Trump was beaten and robbed then died months
later in Queens. In Queens today another Mary Trump will die in vain, Trumps
Mom Mary Trump did die in vain... and was just the first Mary of many, and
Trump censors out the Mary's beaten and robbed at the Miami, Cuba gas station
today. 
 
 
 
6-12-2018 Florida Man Kills 4 Children and Himself, Ending 21-Hour Hostage
Standoff. A man fatally shot four children and then himself late Monday in
Orlando, Fla., capping a 21-hour standoff with police. A woman’s call about
domestic violence 5 dead. SWAT failed with a F. The episode began about 11:45
p.m. Sunday when Orlando police officers responded to a call at an apartment
complex just two miles north of Universal Studios Florida. A woman had contacted
officers from elsewhere, telling them that her boyfriend, Mr. Lindsey, had
battered her after an argument. 

  
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Wife's; Mary Trump in North Korea... I condemn the
brutality of the North Korean regime as we mourn its latest victim,” said Mr.
Trump. Mary Trump was beaten robbed and died in Queens not North Korea. Mary
was sucker punched in 2000 at a Miami gas station hold up out of spite for the
Pentagon Oil Company. 
 
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Ivanka “Those who say it can not be done, should not
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interrupt those doing it,” Ms. Trump posted Monday on Twitter hours before Mr.
Trump’s face-to-face meeting with Kim Jong-un in Singapore. 

  
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Ivanka waits for Trump to win $777 Trillion in oil revenues
at the Qatar Trump Casino Roulette Wheel's of the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's +
RV's. 
 
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Ivanka 
 
 
 
6-12-2018 Pink Hero Ivanka 
 
 
 
Talks begin at 9 a.m. on Tuesday — 9 p.m. Eastern in about 3 hours from now. 

  
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; talks begin at 9 a.m. on Tuesday — 9 p.m.
Eastern in about 3 hour from now, and could even open the way to an official end
to the Korean War. And start the Starter for the Gravity Engine Car, via the
2018 Ford WindmillCAR's super conductive GE windmill turbines generators putting
out 12 Trillion amps. The most electricity ever generated in a GE electric
generator in history. Windfall for Jewish Exodus into the Universe via Star Wars
not War, grin. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Formula One race cars and their pit crews, at
the Marriott Singapore South Beach, where the White House press corps is
stationed. All know about the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Qatar in 2016 - state of the North Korean
economy spiked in 2016. From 2009 to 2013 official North Korean trade more than
tripled, from about $1 billion to over $3 billion (illegal trade is substantial, but
difficult to estimate). The country’s main exports are coal and textiles. Over 80%
of North Korean exports went to China in 2016 and 2017. Qatar was spending $3
trillion on its Citizens Quality of Life importing Wine from France and Mercedes,
drivers, Yale and Harvard MD's everything $4 trillion can buy. Oh 40K Trump
Towers were built for free housings but all will burn from top to bottom from the
wrong siding installed by 2 White Men in NYC. 
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6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Qatar Prince + King has not ordered any iPhone
X smoke detectors for these 40K Trump towers. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; But for the better part of an hour, the two
men will square off one on one, alone but for a pair of translators. False News as
they both fired the translators, grin. 

  
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Kim's wife Ri was born around 1984 in
Chongjin, North Korea's third largest city, on the country's east coast. 4 years
after the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR Jimmy Carter sold to Qatar + Teddy Kennedy.
Kim and Ri have three children together. Kim's daughter Ju Ae. 

  
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; The summit is scheduled to take place at the
Capella Hotel on Singapore’s Sentosa Island, starting at 9 a.m. local time on June
12. The five-star Capella Hotel, a hot spot for celebrities including Madonna and
Lady Gaga. 

  
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; The summit IBM super computer talks are
underway right now in secret as Kim's wife Ri wants the Rx Recipe for the Pink
Latte at Starbucks. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; As with many structures in Singapore, the
Capella Hotel boasts a colonial exterior with modern interiors — and a fair amount
of historical cache. According to one legend, British army officers buried silver in
the lawn outside the hotel to hide it from Japanese forces. That silver may still be
buried under the hotel’s lawns, the Journal reports. 

  
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Korean War!! Comments mark a shift in tone
after decades of War Warriors animosity towards the Pink War on Breast Cancer
and outlawing the Diesel Bullets aimed at kids DNA. 
 
 
 
Kim is going to Make North Korea richer than Qatar! With the 2018 Ford
WindmillCAR's + RV's, First 'Rx Starbucks' to open in North Korea. 
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Love super conductivities 12 volts are now 12 Trillion Jolts, Volts, Amps from a GE
windmill generator on your Ford, miracle cure, God is Great too. Electricity
Windfall when the electric bill was starting to look like a Comcast bill. Grin $$$.
Free electricity from your 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's more than you could
ever invent something that uses a lot of electricity, flat bottles melted in a
electric oven... aluminium cans melted by City Hall. Plastic bottles melted... Bill +
Melinda Gates get the electric... potty for all of Africa. Oh boil your water too in
your 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's. Zap the mosquitoes too. 1,001 IP invention
projects in a Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novel on a iMac at $13,384. 

  
 
 
Trump is gong to the Qatar Trump Casino after this Parade for the End of the
Korean War! 

  
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Trump has never faced a Women with Breast
Cancer!! Mr. Trump has never been in a face-off with an adversary like this one, a
ruthless dictator who has imprisoned huge numbers of his citizens in brutal gulags
and summarily executed or assassinated challengers. Trump serves his Women Pink
Alcohol and shoots her kids with Diesel Bullets! Gets her fat on Trump Steaks
covered in Butter with Bacon that gives her a heart attack. Brutal Roman Caesar
beat and robbed Mary Trump Mom to busy playing War Games. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; One ultimatum after another after another
Stormy Porn Star. Is there a Doctor Wife in the White House, Hell no. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Wounded Warrior's have shown themselves
adherents of the “madman” theory of negotiation, expressing a willingness to take
extreme action to get what they want knowing the Pentagon Oil Company will buy
the Judge for their Wife's murder or DUI Road Kills. Cat women across the USA
are held in contempt!! By 2 White Men at City Hall USA. And given code fines of
tens of thousands of dollars for feeding the stray cat, Meow. Skin cancer went to
their brains but they can't see why Mecca is building trillions of SUV Umbrellas in
Public Parks. They bombed the Yale Key West Medical School and Hospitals world
wide with immunity a cat would like to have. Texas Cattle are feed antibiotics at
every meal, not Texas women. Adherents of Fire Oppenheimer, we need next years
Model of Nukes! Fire and Fury of driving by fiery wrecks all these decades made
them real world Mad Men, 2 White Men will drive by a fiery wreck today and not
stop to help a women, drive a 2018 Ford WindmillCAR into Freedom Tower 3
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opening today in NYC. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; focus instead on a peace treaty that would end
a 65-year-old Korean War. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Trump thinks Kim is a businessman,” said Jung
H. Pak, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution, who oversaw North Korea
analysis for United States intelligence agencies until a year ago. “What he’s
forgetting is that Kim isn’t looking for wealth,” he said. “He has all the wealth in
the country. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; When the United States was discussing an
armistice to halt the 1950-53 Korean War, the chief North Korean delegate
embarrassed his American counterpart by showing up for talks in the American
ambassador’s car — which his invading troops had seized as they rampaged through
Seoul at the war’s start. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; Showing up on the front page of the NY
Times... 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's. Women Hero's in Pink had seized the
NY Times, 4 Trillion Rx Recipes for the Pink Latte are in the digital edition for
diagnosis from readers of our Times. North Korea’s longstanding ability to destroy
Seoul with conventional artillery. The editors at the Times did destroy the lives of
millions of Pink women collecting artillery shells from Shell Oil Company. Mr. Kim
has proved to his people that he is a force the Americans have to reckon with.
Women at the NY Times are still trying to get rid of the body of Kim Wall a temp
at the NY Times. Force of 'temps' is what the 2 White Men at the Times pray to
5 times a day. God is Great, Women Temps too! Soul-Mates for 4 Trillion years
censored! Trillion in Qatar Oil Company Bribes go to the heads of these editors not
trillions of Galaxies. 12 Trillion Galaxies Editorial and the 2 White Men Editors will
tell you what you can do with your soul-mate for 4 trillion years, grin! Trump Card
Today is 12 Trillion Galaxies! NASA is keeping the rest of the Universe secret...
ha! They have secret Swiss Bank Accounts to keep hidden, really! 
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6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; "Irish Women in Record-Breaking Skinny-Dip
for Cancer Charity" "Thousands shed their clothes on a beach south of Dublin,
braving the bracing water temperatures to raise funds for a children’s cancer
charity." Aoibheann’s Pink Tie, a charity set up in 2010 by Mick Rochford and
Jimmy Norman, after Mr. Norman’s daughter Aoibheann, 8, died of cancer. 
 
 
 
6-11-2018 Pink War Hero Wife's; 
 
 
 
Trump arrived just after 8:20 p.m. local time at Paya Lebar Air Base in Singapore
aboard Air Force One, a few hours after Mr. Kim landed at Changi Airport on a
commercial 747 Air China plane. 
 
 
 
Arrived Jew Hero in her bikini driving the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's 1
billion of them landed WW. Arsenal of 1 billion 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's + RV's
not used by the Pentagon Oil Company on 9/11 to win the War's. Why, $777
Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. 
 
 
 
Arrived Kim at the St. Regis Hotel sits on a busy commercial boulevard next to a
run-down strip mall with two money changers, a pet store and “Maids R Us,” a
hiring agency. Not Qatar. Singapore’s Formula One Racing Center, journalists
gathered in a building overlooking a racetrack to wait for the arrival of Mr. Kim
and Mr. Trump and the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR's and RV's. 
 
 
 
Arrived 1,001 IP Invention Projects Summit IBM Super Computers, Kim to buy
several from IBM. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
Arrived Facilitate peace through food for 'thought' about 12 trillion Galaxies,
Gravity Engine Car instead of another USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Sub, Rx Pink Latte
at Starbucks, Diet Latte too. iMac at $13,384 at every Cafe table in Paris with
Genius tutors. 
 
 
 
Arrived North Korean leader Kim Jong-un has arrived in Singapore for a scheduled
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summit with US President Donald Trump. Kim will be talking about the IBM 'Summit
Super Computer' and 1,001 IP invention projects that come pre installed from 1
click Amazon spelling out inventions like going 400 times faster than the speed of
light in a Verizon Cell call to Alpha Centauri and starting the Gravity Engine. Rx
Pink Latte Recipe for Statbucks too. Trump will be at the Summit Casino Towers,
at the Roulette Wheel not the Wheel of the 2018 Ford WindmillCAR called Exodus
into 12 Trillion Galaxies, Star Wars and the end to the Korean War! Getting
psyched up for June 12. 
 
 
 
Miss America wishing for 'world peace' and getting it... June 12 

  
 
 
mmy Carter Nuclear Submarines a fleet of them with 40 H-Bombs on Each one. 

  
 
 
1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; iParking or iPlayground of iIP invention
projects spelled out so Trump wins the White House Spelling Bee in 2018. All the
kids in the USA too. Stop and smell the Rose with the Rx Recipe for a perfect
memory. Semantics Dispute Illuminates what needs to be Invented. iPhone X caller
ID gives away the names of Alcoholics Anonymous, NI... to save her life 19K times
in 2018 just in the USA. 

  
 
 
1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; 
 
 
 
1-2-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Happy New Year; 
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Women Win a Stage 4 Miracle Godsend Rx Recipe Cure @ Grid locked Apple-
Starbucks at Trump Tower every Apple-Starbucks in NYC + Paris. Win 4 Wife's in
a Polygamous Legal Marriage too. To Write Hemingway Inventions in every Chapter,
Brainstorming Novels and 1 Click Amazon links to Los Alamos. 

  

 
 

 
 
 
 
1-1-2018 Greg is 70 *.* *.* Copyright Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041
cell 305 434 5276 

  
 
 
Moved this Web to the Kindle Link you can read all 400 pages there that were
Here, Thanks Greg 
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Click Here... Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines in 2018
 
 
 
 
WindmillCAR's and RV's Gravity Car's In 2018: The Fifty Dollar Book's Secret
Gravity Car (Gravity Car Engine) 
 
 
Kindle Edition by Greg Buell (Author) 
 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078RQF7ND?ref_=pe_2427780_160035660 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
  

inventor8484@gmail.com 
 
CELL phone 3054345276 

  
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Click Here... Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines in 2018
 
 
 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
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WindmillCAR's and RV's Gravity Car's In 2018: The Fifty Dollar Book's Secret
Gravity Car (Gravity Car Engine) 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
1-5-2018 Greg is 70 *.* Mom who is 95 this year took 3 boys, Greg, Bob, Bill to
Radio City when we were all almost 10 years old. I can remember some of this
today. Today Mom would be watching the WindmillCAR and Gravity Engine
Performance at Radio City. 
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Click Here... Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines in 2018
 
 
 
 
Biography. 1,001 IP invention projects will give us "Star Wars Rx Latte" from Dr.
Lisa MD. When you walk into your London Starbucks. 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a
Year in 2018 starts with reading Greg WindCar's Amazon Book!! 

  
 
 
 
 
Click Here... Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engines in 2018
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1982090936
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Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 

  
 
 
 
 
Miss America wishing for 'world peace' and getting it... June 12 End to the Korean
War! 

  
 
 

 
 

 
Miss America wishing for 'world peace' and getting it... 

  


